
Monday Nitro – February 26,
2001: Down The Stretch They
Come
Monday  Nitro #279
Date: February 26, 2001
Location: Lakefront Arena, New Orleans, Louisiana
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Scott Hudson

We had a pretty good show on Wednesday so maybe we’re in for something a
bit better than usual this week. The big story is Diamond Dallas Page as
the latest great hope against the Magnificent Seven and at least the big
match should be better than the mess of Steiner vs. Nash. Let’s get to
it.

We open with Kronik having been laid out in the back and Doug Dillinger
accusing Totally Buff and Team Canada of being behind it. Ric comes in to
tell Doug that he’s got this. Tony doesn’t seem convinced.

Scott Steiner beats up a backstage worker for not knowing where Diamond
Dallas Page is. As luck would have it, Page is in the arena and calling
Steiner out at the same time. Steiner hits the ring and calls out Page
with some insults to the fans. Page is still in the crowd and says he’s
just playing mind games. One of those guys Steiner beat up and put in the
hospital is on his way back here tonight to get a piece of the champ.
Page says there’s only some Cajun Crazies in between him and Steiner so
come get him. Good stuff here from Page as he’s easily the best of all
the good old boys at this point.

We get the brackets for the Cruiserweight Tag Team Title tournament.

Rey Mysterio Jr./Kidman

Johnny Swinger/Jason Lee

Evan Karagias/Shannon Moore
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Jamie Knoble/Scotty O.

Elix Skipper/???

Air Paris/AJ Styles

Jung Dragons

Kwee Wee/Mike Sanders

Cruiserweight Tag Team Title Tournament First Round: Rey Mysterio
Jr./Kidman vs. Johnny Swinger/Jason Lee

Lee was a regular in OVW and HWA but never did anything on the national
stage. Swinger was in a fairly good tag team with Simon Diamond in ECW.
Mysterio and Kidman get jumped as they get in the ring with Lee getting
two off a sitout Rock Bottom. Kidman shrugs it off and feeds Lee into Rey
but a Lionsault hits raised knees. Swinger poses over Rey and gets two of
his own off a swinging neckbreaker.

A collision allows the double tag to bring in Kidman and Lee as
everything breaks down. The baseball slide low blow sets up the Bronco
Buster for two and Rey clotheslines them both off the apron. Not to be
outdone, Kidman hits a shooting star off the top to the floor. Back in
and the modified What’s Up into the Kid Crusher puts Lee away.

Rating: C+. Totally watchable match here, even if the ending was never in
doubt. Kidman and Mysterio are the kind of dream team that should win
this whole thing or at least make the finals before an upstart heel team
cheats to win. Kidman looked like his old self here, which means he was
one of the most entertaining things around.

Here’s a solemn Cat with something to say. Cat hates Kanyon for what he
did to Ms. Jones last week and it’s going to take everything to get to
Kanyon with all the people he has to hide behind. It doesn’t matter what
it takes because Cat will fight through everyone to get his hands on
Kanyon. Therefore he’s stepping down as Commissioner because he can’t be
accountable for what he does.

This brings out Flair (Which can only refer to Ric again since that whole



“David is kidnapped” thing was dropped without any real resolution.) to
say Cat is finally getting it. Cat can’t beat them or join them so all he
can do is whatever Flair says. He can have Kanyon at Greed so Cat tells
him to get away. Flair wants to deal with Cat himself and there goes the
jacket. Cat hits some horrible looking shots to an area around the
collarbone and knocks Flair to the floor. Ric makes Cat vs. Rick Steiner
for tonight.

Konnan, talking to someone off camera, is ready to find some soldiers to
fight the Magnificent Seven.

Sean O’Haire/Chuck Palumbo vs. Mike Awesome/Lance Storm

Non-title. Before the match, Sean accuses the Canadians of attacking
Kronik. Storm and Awesome aren’t afraid of the threats of murder so we’re
joined in progress after a break. Palumbo jumps over Sean’s shoulders to
land on Awesome’s ribs so it’s off to Storm, who is thrown down with a
fall away slam.

The Canadians are smart enough to double team Palumbo in the corner to
take over but Lex Luger’s entrance music plays to distract them. During
the confusion, Kanyon sneaks in and hits a Flatliner on O’Haire. Heel
miscommunication (with Storm leaving a leg lariat short and landing at
Awesome’s feet) doesn’t cause many problems as Storm grabs the Mapleleaf
on Palumbo for the win.

Rating: D+. Can Lex Luger just go away? He wasn’t even here and he’s
still getting annoying. I’m not sure I understand where they were going
with this idea but I’m sure it’s going to lead to some faction war
because that’s what WCW does these days. At least O’Haire didn’t take the
loss here as it seems they have plans for him instead of just treating
him like another guy.

O’Haire wants Kanyon tonight.

Flair tells Kanyon to go get him.

Earlier today, Page said Steiner isn’t taking his legs and talked about
breaking Steiner down mentally.



Rick Steiner vs. The Cat

Non-title again. Steiner clotheslines him down for an early two and they
head outside to avoid any more of this wrestling stuff. Back in and Rick
kicks him in the face before hitting the chinlock. Rick rips away at the
face until Cat hits some kicks and a legsweep for one. The referee goes
down so Cat hits an enziguri to send Rick outside. That means it’s time
for our hero to choke with a cord, drawing out Totally Buff for the save.
As they should as that was ridiculous cheating. Hugh Morrus comes out for
the save and a Feliner puts Rick away.

Rating: D. Of all the people they could have put over Rick, they picked
the Cat? I really don’t get the love affair with the guy as they seem to
think Cat is the greatest thing that has happened to WCW in years. He’s
good on the mic but at some point you have to have a good match. Not a
great one, but you would think he would have at least cracked good in the
years he’s been around here.

Scott Steiner runs in for the beatdown and Page’s save attempt fails.
This brings out the returning Booker T. to go after Scott as the good
guys clear the ring. After some weak insults from Scott, Booker throws
out a challenge for a six man tag.

Booker T./The Cat/Diamond Dallas Page vs. Scott Steiner/Totally Buff

Did Morrus just dissolve? Flair jumps in on commentary as the good guys
control to start. Things settle down with Cat uppercutting Buff in the
throat and Page getting two off a Batista Bomb. It’s off to Luger and
Booker with the latter hitting a hook kick to the air next to Luger’s
face for two. Cat comes back in (not a good idea) and Luger takes him
down with the running forearm.

The bad guys take turns on Cat, including Scott getting in a chair shot
to the face. We hit the double arm crank minus any actual cranking which
sets up missed tag. Cat finally hits a jumping kick to Luger’s jaw and
the hot tag brings in Page, who is cut off just as quickly. Luger’s
powerslam getting two doesn’t agree with Flair. A double clothesline
allows the real hot tag to Booker as everything breaks down.



Scott and Booker have the big slugout with Booker getting the better of
it and scoring with a missile dropkick for two. We get the return of the
Spinarooni but Totally Buff beats Booker down. Cat gets caught in the
Recliner but there’s a Diamond Cutter to Steiner. Buff gets in a
Blockbuster on Page but he walks into the Bookend. A quick ax kick puts
Steiner away.

Rating: B. Cat aside, this was a wrestling match which got time and
stayed hot during the entire second half. It’s so rare to see the
wrestling actually being treated like something serious and setting up a
potential challenger to the World Title. I had a good time with this
match and Booker looked sharp in his return.

Back from a break and Scott is livid, wrecking everything he can find.

The good guys are proud of their win.

We recap Dustin Rhodes vs. Jeff Jarrett which seems to be more about
Dusty Rhodes than anything else. Dustin turned down a spot in the
Magnificent Seven so the team started going after him. This included
Jarrett imitating Dusty in an unfunny segment last week to further set
Dustin off. They fight tonight.

Dustin is ready to get his revenge.

Shannon Moore vs. Shane Helms

Evan Karagias is in Shannon’s corner. Shane starts very fast with a TKO
onto the knee and a neckbreaker for no cover. A running sitout powerbomb
out of the corner (dubbed the Sugar Bomb for a stupid name) gets two on
Shannon but he kicks Shane to the floor for some cheap shots from Evan.
Back in and a Whisper in the Wind gets two for Shannon but the Bottoms Up
is countered into the Vertebreaker for the quick pin.

Rating: C+. This could have gone longer but the short time forced them to
cram in everything they could into just a few minutes. Shane is getting a
lot of well earned praise around this time but Shannon has been on a very
strong roll of his own. I could have done with more of this and less of
Evan but we seem to be stuck with him for some reason.



Chavo Guerrero Jr. comes out for the beatdown and leaves with Evan and
Shannon.

Kid Romeo is still coming.

Kanyon vs. Sean O’Haire

O’Haire sneaks in from behind and crossbodies Kanyon to the floor as this
feels more like a fight. Back in and Sean slowly hammers away until
Kanyon hits him low in the corner. A middle rope Russian legsweep puts
both of them down but O’Haire no sells a middle rope Fameasser. Kanyon
misses a top rope splash, only to grab a sitout Alabama Slam for two.
O’Haire throws him up in a fireman’s carry and something like a reverse
AA (O’Haire slammed him back down instead of flipping him over. You might
remember it as the Widowmaker in his WWE run.), followed by the Seanton
Bomb for the pin.

Rating: C+. More good stuff here as this has been one of the best shows
they’ve had in a long time. O’Haire looking good is a very smart idea as
WCW desperately needed to set up some guys for the future. Sean is one of
the best possible ideas as he has the look, the energy and (most of) the
in ring ability. It’s not like they have many other options anyway.

The post match replay shows Booker pinning Scott by mistake.

Dustin Rhodes vs. Jeff Jarrett

Ric is guest referee and we get a quick Dusty impression from Jarrett
before Dustin comes out. Dustin is as mad as you would expect him to be
and knocks Jarrett to the floor to start. Ric won’t allow some right
hands in the corner though and Jeff cheap shots Rhodes to take over. They
head outside with Dustin hammering away even more, followed by a
superplex for the slow two count.

Ric low bridges Dustin to the floor and we get the sleeper reversal
sequence to check that box off the list. Dustin’s powerslam sets up a
piledriver for the next slow motion two. That’s finally enough for Dustin
who loads up Shattered Dreams to Flair but has to block the guitar shot.
Ric hits Dustin low and the Stroke gives Jeff the pin.



Rating: D. I wasn’t feeling this one with the old crooked referee stuff
throughout the match. It also doesn’t help that Dustin vs. Jarrett is the
least interesting story they have going on the show right now. I don’t
know why I’m supposed to care about Dustin Rhodes and the family feud
with Flair all over again but it’s really not working, especially with
Dustin not exactly lighting the world on fire.

Page, Cat and Booker chase the villains off to end the show.

Overall Rating: B. There’s a fresh energy here and while I have zero
reason to believe it’s going to last, this was a very easy show to watch.
The wrestling worked very well throughout with the main event alone
holding it back. The cruiserweights were on point all night and the six
man was one of the better matches they’ve done in a long time. Good show
here and hopefully they can keep it up over the next month.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book, KB’s WWE Grab Bag at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01IH7O904

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Thunder – February 21, 2001:
It’s So Easy
Thunder
Date:  February 21, 2001
Location: Von Braun Civic Center, Huntsville, Alabama
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Commentators: Mike Tenay, Tony Schiavone

It’s hard to believe we’ve got less than a month to go. The last pay per
view is called Greed because the wrestling universe is funny that was.
Earlier this week we found out that Diamond Dallas Page was the next
challenger for Scott Steiner, mainly because there’s pretty much no one
left to do it. Let’s get to it.

We open with Kwee Wee issuing an open challenge. Brace yourselves.

Kwee Wee vs. Kaz Hayashi

Kaz is ready to go here and kicks Kwee Wee to the floor for a big flip
dive. Back in and it’s Angry Alan time as Kwee Wee punches Kaz down and
suplexes him into the corner. The aggression gets toned down a bit with a
vertical suplex. Kwee Wee tries a German suplex to complete the trifecta
but gets kicked in the chest instead. They head outside with Kwee Wee
missing a dive and getting caught in a hurricanrana to send him into the
steps. Back in and Kwee Wee gets crotched on the top, setting up a
slinghot DDT for the upset (I think?) win.

Rating: C+. This was better than I was expecting and a very nice way to
open the show. I’m very happy to see one of the cruiserweights finally
get a win over anyone other than the same five people and it’s not like
Kwee Wee has any chance to go anywhere after losing to Mike Sanders.

Post match Kaz gets planted by a piledriver to keep things even.

The Boogie Knights agree to team up one more time to face AJ Styles and
Air Paris for an easy win. I think I know where this is going.

Here’s Hugh Morrus with something to say. He wants to get his hands on
Rick Steiner for what happened to Lash Leroux on Monday (At least that
squash wasn’t completely pointless) but it’s Scott coming out instead.
The distraction lets Rick sneak in but a bunch of low level guys run out
to chase the Steiners off. You know, like they would ever run away from
anyone other than a main eventer.

The Magnificent Seven is here with Flair making some matches for later.
Apparently Kanyon hangs out with them now but isn’t exactly magnificent.



Shawn Stasiak and Mark Jindrak jump Big Vito.

Air Paris/AJ Styles vs. Boogie Knights

Paris and Wright get things going with Alex knocking him down into the
corner. An atomic drop/spinwheel kick combo puts Paris down so it’s off
to Styles, who is beaten down just as quickly. That means it’s time for
some Alex dancing and a tag to Disco, whose mere presence sends AJ over
for a tag off to Paris. This goes badly too as the Knights are too much
for the power of Air.

A missile dropkick Doomsday Device drops Paris again but he’s able to
punch Disco in the ribs and make the hot tag off to AJ. Styles gets two
off a tornado DDT as everything breaks down. AJ takes both of them down
with a big flip dive to the floor and Paris does the same to Wright. Back
in and AJ hits a high cross body for the pin on Disco and the big upset.

Rating: C. You can tell the good guys are still young and in need of ring
time but they’re also exciting enough to warrant a spot in the upcoming
Cruiserweight Tag Team Title tournament. Neither is really setting the
world on fire yet but beating a known team, even one as inept as the
Knights, will help them a lot.

Kid Romeo is still coming.

Shawn Stasiak vs. Big Vito

Despite the earlier attack, Stasiak comes out to issue a challenge here.
Vito goes right after him to start and easily takes over, likely because
he’s facing Shawn Stasiak. The suplex and flying elbow get a quick near
fall for Big but Shawn pops back up for some lame brawling. Vito kicks
him in the head (always works), only to have Shawn grab a neckbreaker for
the quick pin.

Crowbar really doesn’t like what Jeff Jarrett did to disrespect Dusty
Rhodes on Monday. Revenge is promised tonight. After the Terry Funk feud,
this really does feel like something Crowbar would do.

Video on Hugh Morrus.



The Cat/Diamond Dallas Page vs. Kanyon/Buff Bagwell

Kanyon brags about Kanyon Cutting Page and Miss Jones because he’s that
awesome of a heel. Cat runs out with a chair to clear the ring before
introducing Page like he’s a surprise, even though Page was already
announced as being in this match. Page and Kanyon get things going though
Page pauses to hit Bagwell in the face first. Cat comes in to get two off
Page’s clothesline before Bagwell easily pounds him down in the corner
because Cat just isn’t that good.

It’s back to Page who has some better luck due to being Diamond Dallas
Page but the double arm DDT gets two for Bagwell. Some simple double
teaming gets two more and Kanyon’s slingshot elbow gets the same. Page
gets in a discus lariat to put Kanyon down, allowing the hot tag off to
Kanyon. Everything breaks down with Page sending Kanyon outside and into
the crowd, leaving Cat to hit the Feliner for the pin on Bagwell.

Jeff Jarrett vs. Crowbar

Feeling out process to start before a sitout hiptoss of all things gets
two on Jeff. A Lionsault (not the Asai Moonsault Tony) gets the same but
Jeff does the sleeper reversal sequence to send Crowbar over the top with
a belly to back suplex. Crowbar comes up holding his knee because that
happens to every opponent of someone who uses a Figure Four. Some shots
to the knee don’t do much good as Crowbar gets in some right hands in the
corner, followed by a northern lights suplex for two. Not that it matters
as Jeff kicks him in the knee again and grabs the Stroke for the pin.

Rating: C. This would be Crowbar’s last match and it was nice to get to
see him have a decent one on his way out. It’s also kind of a shame that
he’s stuck in this role while Dustin Rhodes and Jeff Jarrett get a feud
and a pay per view payday out of this because they’re both veterans who
aren’t going to draw anything but why let that get in their way?

Jeff loads up Shattered Dreams but Dustin Rhodes comes out for the save.

Ric tells Rick and Animal to take out Hugh Morrus to keep Scott free
tonight.



Long Shane Douglas video, basically saying he hates Flair because Flair
wouldn’t mentor him as a rookie. That’s a fine reason for a face turn,
especially considering their real life issues, but Shane Douglas,
especially this Shane Douglas, is as natural of a heel as you’ll find in
WCW.

Sean O’Haire is banned from ringside for the next match. To make things
worse, Buff Bagwell gives him a cheap shot.

Lex Luger vs. Chuck Palumbo

Before the match, Luger goes on a rant about how Palumbo wanted to be him
and how rich he is because of his amazing abilities. A GOLDBERG chant
cuts him off but Luger gets back to the point: he and Bagwell are winning
the titles. Palumbo runs him over with a clothesline to start but Luger
takes it to the floor to beat him down. Some forearms to the back set up
the powerslam but Palumbo small packages him for the quick pin as Luger
goes to pick him up for the Rack.

Rating: D-. This was barely long enough to rate and Luger was his usual
self. At least Palumbo won but it would have been nice to see him get in
more than two or three bits of offense throughout. This is much more
acceptable as long as Luger or Buff lay down for the finisher at Greed
and it’s not some screwy finish where the young guys get a fluke win.

O’Haire can’t wait to hurt Luger and Bagwell. As I had to ask about
Goldberg: why is he slumming it with those two? Is this really supposed
to be a rub? I know Luger has a great resume but can anyone honestly
believe a win over him means something at this point?

Morrus locks Animal and Rick Steiner in a locker room before the main
event. Smart big man.

Hugh Morrus vs. Scott Steiner

Non-title. Steiner beats him into the corner to start and calls fans
white trash while firing off chops. A powerbomb out of the corner drops
Morrus and the slow beating continues. Steiner is nice enough to send him
outside and then right back in, only to stop to tell a fan that their



mother sucks. Those should be fighting words but Steiner is too busy
yelling at a referee.

Morrus gets in a whip into the steps for a breather and a powerslam gets
two. This is already far more competitive than the previous match. No
Laughing Matter is broken up by an electric chair though and Scott gets
in the spinning belly to belly for two. Morrus drops him again but we cut
to Rick and Animal breaking out of the locker room. Scott doesn’t really
need the help though as he belly to belly superplexes Hugh into the
Recliner (an even worse version than usual) for the knockout.

Rating: C-. Morrus is another guy that I feel a bit sorry for. He was
clearly working hard and had a strong enough connection with the crowd to
possibly be an upper midcard guy but he’s pretty much peaked with back to
back pun names. Just let him be called Bill Demott and wrestle his fast
paced big man style and he would have been fine. But no, instead let’s
have him laugh a lot, adding a grand total of nothing to his character.

Post match Steiner loads up the pipe but stops to tell Page to come out
here. That’s exactly what he gets and a brawl wraps up the show with Rick
helping his brother out.

Overall Rating: C. This was a really easy show to sit through as the
angles were advanced and there wasn’t a lot of time spent on talking. I
think that’s been one of the major things holding back Nitro lately: they
talk almost as much as a modern WWE show and it gets really tiring
sitting there waiting on the rushed matches to start up. This wasn’t
anything great but WCW being an easy two hours is a nice improvement for
them.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book on NXT: The Full Sail Years Volume II at Amazon for just
$3.99 at:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01IH7O904

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books



at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Thunder – February 14, 2001:
An Acceptable Valentine’s Day
Present
Thunder
Date:  February 14, 2001
Location: Mississippi Coast Coliseum, Biloxi, Mississippi
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Mike Tenay

This show is the equivalent of going to the gas station and buying your
significant other transmission fluid for Valentine’s Day. It’s also the
final show before SuperBrawl and believe it or not there’s something
advertised for this week. Tonight we’ll be seeing Hugh Morrus/Rey
Mysterio vs. Chavo Guerrero Jr./The Wall as two feuds are combined into
one. Let’s get to it.

Nitro montage opens things up.

We see an exclusive clip of Kevin Nash being loaded into an ambulance
after Nitro went off the air.

Opening sequence.

Commissioner Lance Storm is here in a suit and tells Mike Awesome he’ll
be wrestling tonight. Scott Steiner comes in and demands a match so he
can hurt someone.

Jamie Knoble/Evan Karagias vs. Air Paris/AJ Styles
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Well this is a bit more interesting. The winners are in the #1 contenders
match on Sunday. AJ drives Noble into the corner to start as Tenay talks
about how great he’s heard Styles is. Believe it or not, Tenay points out
that his finisher, the Shooting Styles Press is in fact named after
himself. AJ dropkicks Jamie into the corner as everything breaks down and
the newcomers clear the ring.

In a somewhat dangerous move, AJ backdrops Paris over the top onto both
guys with Paris slightly banging up his knee. Back in and it’s Evan vs.
Paris with the rookie grabbing a sitout spinebuster. Styles comes in and
gets a cheap shot on Noble but gets decked from behind to change control.

Something like a Trash Compactor gets two on AJ before Jamie grabs a
surfboard. Noble can’t get a tombstone as AJ grabs a pop up powerbomb for
the hot tag off to Paris so everything can break down. Evan hits a great
looking springboard plancha to take Styles out, setting up a Doomsday
Device on Paris.

Jamie and Evan actually get in a fight over who can cover though, despite
both of them moving on if they win. The delay lets Styles get back in but
he takes a 450. Paris makes a save and the fans (along with me) are
surprised that wasn’t the finish. AJ busts out his Shooting Styles Press
to the floor (meaning it’s not actually a press) but takes out his
partner by mistake. Back in and a powerbomb/missile dropkick combo puts
Styles away.

Rating: B. Now that’s how you debut a team. Above all else, Styles and
Paris were allowed to control for a long time which helped the match seem
like a bigger win for Noble and Karagias. It’s also clear that AJ was the
better prospect of the team as Paris was more of your run of the mill
indy guy who happened to get a shot on TV.

Storm gives Mike Sanders Kwee Wee for later tonight.

Sean O’Haire tells Mark Jindrak to look into his eyes and fear what he
sees.

We run down the SuperBrawl card.



Sean O’Haire vs. Mark Jindrak

At least it’s not Stasiak. Jindrak gets annoyed when Sean shoves him
around so O’Haire punches him in the face. A running knee makes things
even worse and then Sean just drops him out of a suplex. Apparently bored
with beating Mark up this badly, Sean just kicks him out to the floor. To
keep things going, O’Haire hits the Seanton Bomb from the apron for a
nice variation on the move. He takes too long setting up the real one
though and Jindrak kicks the rope to break it up.

A super hurricanrana takes Sean down for two as the fans are starting to
get into this. Mark sends him to the ropes and….they presumably botch the
heck out of something as we go to a shot of the crowd. Sean gets in a DDT
to send Mark outside as Stasiak comes out to watch. No man, leave them
alone and let them be entertaining for a change. Back in and O’Haire
kicks him down to set up the Seanton Bomb for the quick pin.

Rating: C+. This was a total one man show from O’Haire as Jindrak, an
athletic freak in his own right, just wasn’t keeping up with him. Sean
should have been a big deal and probably put into singles action in a
hurry (picture him as the super face to take down the monster Steiner
down the line) but instead he’s stuck dealing with the rest of the
Thrillers who are just beneath him. Like Stasiak for instance.

Jeff Jarrett and Rick Steiner want a match tonight and Storm smiles.

Kwee Wee vs. Mike Sanders

Kwee Wee jumps on him for some right hands as we’re in Angry Alan mode. A
way too early piledriver attempt is countered with a backdrop but Sanders
punches the mat by mistake. Instead they head outside with Kwee Wee
hurricanranaing him down. A sunset flip off the apron….does nothing
because it’s on the floor so Kwee Wee throws him back inside but gets
caught in a suplex for two. Kwee Wee gets in a suplex of his own and
sends Sanders into the corner for some right hands. A Regal Roll gets two
but Sanders grabs a rollup and the tights for the pin.

Rating: D. And so much for Kwee Wee. To be fair they had to have him lose
here before he started getting too popular against their will and that



just couldn’t happen. Sanders had almost no offense here and Kwee Wee did
all the work but which one is getting the push? Sanders of course, mainly
because he wasn’t given a dead end gimmick by WCW’s amazing braintrust.

Bryan Clark is taken out of the building as he can’t wrestle tonight.
Brian Adams rants until Totally Buff beats him down. Konnan comes in for
the save.

Mike Awesome promises to break the Cat’s bones so he can’t land on his
feet.

Mike Awesome vs. The Cat

Awesome starts fast by throwing Cat into the corner and just mauling him
with forearms. Cat’s comeback is easily shoved away as there’s no answer
for the power so far. A sleeper of all things slows Cat down until he
comes back with…..a wristlock? That earns him a low blow for general
stupidity and they head outside. Cat tries choking him with a cable but
for once the referee actually does his job and breaks it up. How
convenient. Mike misses a charge but Cat kicks the post by mistake, again
likely due to general stupidity. Back in and a chop block sets up the
Awesome Splash for the pin.

Rating: D. Miller is just not very good in the ring and it’s getting
clearer every time he’s out there. Now that he’s not the Commissioner
(which I’m sure he never will be again ever) there’s no hiding his
uselessness and it was clear that Awesome had to tone it down again so
Cat wouldn’t get squashed. Well not as squashed that is.

Diamond Dallas Page and Dustin Rhodes are ready for Rick Steiner and Jeff
Jarrett tonight. Now that’s a main event worth calling your friends
about. They might watch it otherwise.

Chavo Guerrero Jr./The Wall vs. Rey Mysterio Jr./Hugh Morrus

Combining two feuds into one though Morrus doesn’t like either opponent
in the first place. Rey and the monster start things off and for some
reason, Rey tries a sunset flip. Maybe he’s been watching Cat matches to
try something that stupid. It goes as badly as you would expect so Morrus



comes in with a drop toehold so Rey can add a legdrop. Morrus powerslams
Wall before handing it back off to Rey, who charges into a tilt-a-whirl
slam. That’s better than you would expect to see from Wall.

Chavo comes in and gets caught in a quick Bronco Buster but comes back
with a Gorybuster (wrong Tony) for two. Wall chokes a lot and it’s back
to Chavo for a chinlock. That goes as far as a chinlock is going to go
and Rey gets a breather off a hurricanrana. The hot tag brings in Morrus
as everything breaks down with Rey splashing Chavo from Hugh’s shoulders.
A clothesline looks to set up No Laughing Matter but Chavo makes the
save, leaving Rey to springboard into a chokeslam for the pin.

Rating: C. Believe it or not the Wall was one of the best parts of this
as he played the power role really well. Sometimes you just need a big
guy around to throw a smaller person around the ring and that was where
Wall excelled. Chavo vs. Rey should be good if Mysterio is ready to go
while Wall vs. Morrus…..will likely me want to go make a sandwich.

Wall and Chavo beat the losers down post match.

Totally Buff make fun of Latinos before Buff faces Konnan.

Video on Nash vs. Scott Steiner.

Konnan vs. Buff Bagwell

After some Konnan rambling in what barely resembled English and Buff’s
dancing, we’re ready to go. Buff chokes a lot and yells at the ref a bit
before walking into a DDT for two. Back up and Buff forearms him a bit,
meaning it’s time for more dancing. It’s almost like his entire offense
is one move and pose. How very Justin Credible of him. A Buff chinlock
slows things down even further and here’s Lex Luger for some nefarious
reason. Konnan makes his comeback with his usual stuff but Luger sneaks
in with the forearm to break up the Tequila Sunrise. Buff grabs a
Blockbuster for the pin.

Rating: D+. Actually not horrible here with Buff working on the neck to
set up the neckbreaker but you can only go so far when Buff’s offense is
almost the same as it was when he debuted ten years ago. There’s



something to be said for getting on the crowd’s nerves with posing etc.
but that’s more than half of what Buff does in a match. It’s ok to
actually wrestle every now and then.

Brian Adams was trying to limp out for the save but couldn’t get there in
time.

Scott Steiner destroys catering because he wants Nash. Like he’d ever
work back to back Thunders.

Diamond Dallas Page/Dustin Rhodes vs. Rick Steiner/Jeff Jarrett

So just last week’s match with Rhodes swapped in for Nash. That might
actually be a downgrade for once. Jarrett says this is the world’s
largest inbred family reunion and tonight is Page’s last stop. It’s a
brawl to start (of course) with all four heading out to the floor. We
settle down to Dustin missing a charge at Jarrett and getting beaten down
by Steiner.

Page gets the tag and comes in with a top rope clothesline and
neckbreaker for two. It’s back to Dustin but Jeff knees him in the back
so Steiner can get in a belly to belly suplex. The double teaming
continues until we get the sleeper/belly to back sequence with Jarrett.
Page comes in and cleans house with the clotheslines until Steiner decks
him from behind, setting up the Steiner Bulldog. A bonus Stroke is enough
to put Page away.

Rating: D+. They were smart to keep this one short but the match worked
well enough with three good workers and Rick Steiner there to fill in a
fourth spot. It’s also a good idea to combine two feuds into one match as
if nothing else you don’t have to hear Mike and Tony talk about these
feuds twice. I still don’t know what WCW saw in this version of Dustin
but I’m sure it’s something about being a cowboy.

Post match Scott Steiner comes in with a pipe to go after Page’s knee but
everyone else comes out for a brawl with security breaking it up until
Scott breaks a guard’s leg to end the show.

Overall Rating: C-. This show was actually one of their stronger entries



with a really strong first half hour and bad matches going short enough
that they didn’t drag the whole thing down. I’m sure the fact that Nash
and Flair weren’t on the show had nothing to do with it of course. It’s
not that they’re playing their roles well (especially Nash actually) but
the story isn’t interesting when it leads to Nash getting ANOTHER title
shot on Sunday. Anyway better show than usual this week though that’s not
exactly saying much.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book on NXT: The Full Sail Years Volume II at Amazon for just
$3.99 at:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01FWZZ2UA

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Monday Nitro – February 12,
2001: Not This Again
Monday  Nitro #277
Date: February 12, 2001
Location: Mississippi Coast Coliseum, Biloxi, Mississippi
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Scott Hudson

It’s the go home show for SuperBrawl and it’s probably not a good sign
that they’re in Mississippi for the second week in a row. We’re set for
the pay per view and the card isn’t exactly thrilling but you can see how
we got there for the most part, which is a lot better than some of the
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shenanigans we’ve put up with from WCW over the years. Let’s get to it.

Rick Steiner vs. Dustin Rhodes

This is joined in progress as the show opens and I’m assuming the title
isn’t on the line. The Cat has allowed Dustin to wrestle here and it’s
very strange to see him in a singlet. Flair comes out and says this isn’t
happening. Ric threatens to have security take him out but it seems to be
an excuse to have Steiner jump him from behind. I don’t think you can
really call this a match and the “action” wasn’t even a minute long.

Dustin is told to leave because he’ll never work here again. Ric gets in
the ring with Rick, Animal and Sanders to brag about how much power he
has. Cue the Cat for the same argument these two two have every single
week. Apparently Dustin is reinstated (Was he ever instated in the first
place?) but Flair makes Cat vs. Lance Storm for the Commissionership
right now with Sanders as guest referee. Thank goodness he has a referee
shirt under his suit.

Before the match we go to a break and come back with Chavo Guerrero Jr.
yelling at Flair about the El Nino stuff last week. Ric promises that
he’ll get revenge before SuperBrawl.

The Cat vs. Lance Storm

Cat kicks him down to start and does a little dance before uppercutting
Sanders for fun. He loads up the dancing elbow but Sanders decks him
instead, only to have Cat DDT them both at the same time. An elbow drop
gets two with Cat making Sanders slap the mat but he’s not the Rock so an
elbow doesn’t work. The Feliner drops Storm and Cat tries to steal the
referee shirt, allowing Storm to hit the superkick and put on the
Mapleleaf for the quick non-submission because that’s the only screwy
thing in this match.

The Magnificent Seven comes down to celebrate and they all get together
to beat on Cat. Before anything can happen though, Nash pops up on screen
to say he wouldn’t do that. Ric says he has all the bases covered but
Nash isn’t so sure. The camera pans back to show a beaten up David Flair
with tape on his mouth. Wait we’re doing the Flair father/son thing



again?

Since he’s in charge tonight, Nash wants Storm vs. Cat for the
commissionership at SuperBrawl. Flair agrees, so Nash wants Dustin Rhodes
vs. Rick Steiner for Dustin’s job tonight, and if Dustin wins then Nash
gets a World Title shot against Scott Steiner tonight. The threat of a
left hand to David forces Ric to make the matches and he promises to
smooth this over with Scott.

During the break, Ric sends Sanders to find Dustin.

Totally Buff offer O’Haire and Palumbo spots on the team so the
Magnificent Seven (thereby making it nine) so they can have all the gold.

Sanders finds Dustin but he’s not interested in saving David’s skin.
Dustin: “Now go on, git! GIT!”

Lash Leroux vs. Yang

The winner is in the #1 contenders match at SuperBrawl. Yang’s kicks
confuse Lash to start so it’s time for the Crane Kick to knock Lash
around even more. Lash is sent into the corner for another running kick
to send him outside but Yang holds off on the dive. The second attempt
takes Lash down though, followed by a moonsault to floor Lash again. Back
in and Lash powerslams him for two, only to miss a frog splash.

A quick ankle scissors puts Lash on the floor but he comes right back in
with a slingshot clothesline (looked good too) for two. Lash drives in a
knee lift and you can see how dark the top of the arena really is. Yang
comes back with a tornado DDT but can’t cover. Instead it’s Lash up first
with a pumphandle into a sitout powerbomb for two more. Whiplash gets the
same so Yang runs to the top for a moonsault press and a near fall of his
own. A Regal Roll sets up Yang Time (which mostly hits Lash’s head) to
give Yang the pin and the spot on the pay per view.

Rating: B-. Lash was in over his head here but he was able to hang in
there well enough to make this work. Above all else though, this got an
unthinkable nine minutes, giving it a chance to actually go somewhere.
Yang winning was the right call though it’s getting more and more obvious



that we’re heading towards the Dragons vs. 3 Count again in that six way
on Sunday because that’s where they belong, likely opening the show again
as well.

Sanders tells Ric that he’s negotiating with Dustin but that’s not what
the boss wants to hear.

Dustin agrees to the match tonight if he gets a title shot against Rick
on Sunday if he wins.

Shawn Stasiak says he’s going to prove he carried Palumbo to the titles.

Diamond Dallas Page gives Cat a pep talk.

Ric has Animal hold Sanders up by the throat until Sanders says it’s
taken care of. Dustin’s demand isn’t mentioned.

Video on the Steiner Brothers reuniting.

Dustin Rhodes vs. Rick Steiner

Non-title. It’s a slugout to start and Tony is SHOCKED that Rick was
dropped with a flying clothesline. Like, how could a former US Champion
do damage to Rick Steiner? The Steiner Line gets two on Dustin which is a
lot more realistic of course. They head outside with Rick being sent into
the barricade but he doesn’t have time to sell. Back in and Rick slaps on
a reverse chinlock before ripping at Dustin’s face and ripping open his
nose.

We hit a chinlock because Rick is already spent after so much effort.
Even that looks lazy but it still manages to get two armdrops, only to
have Rick blast him with a Steiner Line for two. Back up and Dustin
accidentally headbutts the referee, meaning there’s no one to count the
cover off Dustin’s bulldog. Cue Animal to knock Dustin into a belly to
belly but here’s Shane Douglas to hit Rick with his cast. Dustin grabs a
DDT for the pin and the title shot.

Rating: D-. Rick Steiner is just so bad and it’s getting harder and
harder to watch him every single week. Dustin was Dustin Rhodes instead
of the interesting character he was capable of being but that doesn’t



make for anything interesting. Shane Douglas becoming a face isn’t the
most interesting idea either, which is likely why we’re seeing it happen.

Post match Rick and Animal break Shane’s good arm with Dustin’s save
attempt failing.

Scott Steiner isn’t happy with what Ric has done and says he’s doing
things his way.

Billy Kidman vs. Elix Skipper

This should be good and it’s another qualifying match for Sunday’s six
way. Kidman dropkicks him into the corner as we get a graphic saying
SuperBrawl is in six days. I’ve always liked that as WWE would have you
believe that the pay per views are on Monday when Cole says the show is
in two or three weeks on Raw.

Skipper takes over to start and stomps a bit as the fans chant USA.
Kidman’s cross body misses completely as Skipper pulls out the Matrix
move for a sweet counter. Skipper heads up top and gets powerbombed back
down for two and both guys are a bit gassed. A reverse suplex gets two
for Kidman and he reverses the Overdrive (Play of the Day) into the Kid
Crusher for the quick pin.

Rating: C+. As usual the cruiserweights are putting on the best matches
of the night and for a change they’re actually getting a bit of time.
Unfortunately it doesn’t matter if this doesn’t lead anywhere because
it’s the same cruiserweight stuff we’ve seen for years with no one
actually being elevated. That’s one of so many of WCW’s problems over the
years and this is no exception.

Hugh Morrus is told he gets the Wall at SuperBrawl so he issues a
challenge for a tag match on Thunder: Morrus/Mysterio vs. Wall/Chavo. I
know it’s not much but that’s a simple, logical story and a match that
makes sense.

Scott Steiner beats up a backstage worker for not knowing where Nash is.

Ric is on the phone with his wife and promising to find David.



Video on Kanyon and Diamond Dallas Page.

Shawn Stasiak vs. Chuck Palumbo

It’s a bad idea to have Palumbo be the one that is going to be carrying
the match. Stasiak is knocked to the floor to start and a fall away slam
gets two for Chuck back inside. A not great looking gutwrench slam gets
two for Stasiak and Palumbo gets the same off a small package. Stasiak
bulldogs Palumbo onto his leg (another botch as Stasiak isn’t great in
the ring) sets up a neckbreaker for two.

We hit the choking for a few seconds as the announcers speculate about
where David Flair might be held hostage. Stasiak charges into a boot and
gets caught in an Alabama Slam for two more. Chuck tunes up the jungle
but gets caught and turned into an awful looking rollup with the referee
not being sure if he should count or not. Clearly that was going to be
the ending as Stasiak grabs a quick rollup and hooks the trunks for the
pin.

Rating: D. This right here summed up the issue with the Natural Born
Thrillers in a nutshell: they were generic wrestlers and not very good in
the ring. Neither guy here did anything special to make them stand out
and they were both just guys in trunks. It also doesn’t help that neither
has anything resembling a character or a personality and it shows more
and more every time. Oh and there were several botches here because they
weren’t much to see in the ring either.

Post match Stasiak says that proves he carried Palumbo.

Here’s Diamond Dallas Page in a Sopranos shirt with something to say.
He’s ready for Jeff Jarrett at SuperBrawl but he has to talk about
Kanyon. Page isn’t happy with Kanyon stealing all of his stuff so it’s
time for Kanyon to learn that no one steals nothing (his words) from DDP.
He’s ready for Kanyon anywhere, anytime. Instead here’s Jeff Jarrett to
say he’s ready for Sunday. Page wants to fight right now but first he has
to fight off a sneaking Kanyon. The distraction lets Jeff come in with a
guitar shot and the Stroke to leave Page laying.

WCW World Title: Scott Steiner vs. Kevin Nash



In case you just couldn’t wait to pay for it on Sunday. Nash is
challenging and brings David Flair out with him for a right hand to the
face. Ric comes out to get his son but Nash powerbombs David first. They
start fast with Nash sending him into the turnbuckle before the bell
rings. A clothesline gets two and unfortunately Scott puts together the
fact that Nash is getting a shot in Nashville.

We cut to the back to see Ric sending the troops out despite promising
that there would be no interference. Steiner posts Nash to take over and
it’s time to choke and shout a lot. Cue the two factions to fight on the
way to the ring as things stay even. A side slam gets two for Nash and
there go the straps but Ric comes in for the DQ.

Rating: D-. No surprise here as they kept promising no interference and
you always go with what they promise not to happen. I’ve never gotten the
idea of having a match on Monday and then asking people to pay for it on
Sunday, especially when it’s the same match we’re going to be seeing with
no changes whatsoever. They could still change something on Thunder, or
knowing WCW, they’ll change it at the pay per view and blame the fans for
being annoyed.

Ric takes the Jackknife but Steiner destroys Nash’s knee with a pipe to
end the show.

Overall Rating: D. The cruiserweights tried tonight and almost pulled off
the minor miracle of saving this show. However, there’s only so much you
can do when you’re up against this much bad. The David Flair stuff isn’t
interesting as he and Ric have turned on each other so many times over
the years that it’s hard to care about. Page vs. Kanyon is good,
partially due to Page’s natural charisma and ability to make anything
seem somewhat interesting. Other than that though, this is another show
where you can see a lot of the holes that need filling in a hurry.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews, and pick up my
new book on NXT: The Full Sail Years Volume II at Amazon for
just $3.99 at:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01FWZZ2UA

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01FWZZ2UA


And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Monday  Nitro  –  March  27,
2000: Please Save No Changes
Before Reboot
Monday  Nitro #233
Date: March 27, 2000
Location: Sheraton Hotel, South Parde Island, Texas
Attendance: 5,000
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Mark Madden

Well this is suddenly a packed show. First of all, it’s the Spring
Breakout Show, meaning it’s a party themed show, which also means all of
the people in attendance were in for free. Above that though, we’re
officially in the last year of WCW as they would air their last show on
March 26, 2001. The big story is Sid turning on Hogan last week so it’s
time for Old People Theater. Let’s get to it.

Gene Okerlund opens the show in the ring because he’s a party by himself.
He has someone to bring out for their return to WCW but gets Kimberly
(looking great here) instead. Gene: “I’ve been double crossed!” Kimberly
does the introduction for him and of course it’s Diamond Dallas Page.

Gene plugs Page’s upcoming book signing and then gets to the less
important stuff: Page’s back injury potentially ending his career. That
gets a quick “I’ll be back and my back will be jacked” before Gene is off
to Ready to Rumble, which comes out next week. Page basically gives a
press junket interview about the movie and the premiere, but after all
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that’s done, he wants his World Title back (which will be jacked I’m
assuming).

Cue the NWO because where would we be without them? Jarrett reminds Page
that there’s only one star around here and it’s not going to be long
before Jeff shows everyone why he’s the chosen one. There won’t be a
three time champion because Jeff has the stroke around here (what stroke
is he talking about? That hasn’t been clear since Russo left) and he’s
going to crash the Hollywood premiere. Page can see the marque now: Jeff
Jarrett in Bada Boom, Bada Bing, Bada BANG. This isn’t the most thrilling
feud in the world, but you know it’s going to be better than Jarrett vs.
Sid one more time.

The announcers talk for a bit with Tony asking for a bit more time before
we go to the b-roll. Of note: a sign between the two talking heads: “I
Wish I Was At Raw.” The big news of the week: Eric Bischoff is back to
head up creative. However, “you may have heard on the internet”, Vince
Russo might coming back as well. Keep in mind that Russo is just a name
to WCW fans. I don’t think it was ever announced that the Long Island
voice of the flailing arm was Russo so, as is my normal question here,
WHY WOULD FANS CARE WHO IS IN CHARGE OF CREATIVE???

As usual, this is WCW/Russo (who was officially back despite Tony saying
we get his decision tonight) thinking that everyone is on the internet
trying to find out all the inside stuff when that was maybe half a
percent of the audience at this point. I mean, even today when that
number has grown significantly (but is still the minority), I don’t want
the companies acknowledging it. There’s a suspension of disbelief there
and it ruins a lot of the mood by saying “yeah this is all scripted.” But
hey, it makes Russo feel smart so it’s all fine.

To continue the theme of stupid moments, we get a clip of Jimmy Hart on
the Mancow radio show where he got in a fight with the host. Keep in mind
that he was in Chicago for the start of ticket sales for Spring Stampede,
which was about three weeks after the on sale date. Is anyone surprised
that tickets for the show didn’t go so well? Anyway, Mancow wants to
fight Hart in the ring. I’m sure this is going to get pay per view time.



Three jobbers are in the back when Paisley comes up to give one of them a
Cruiserweight Title match. The one in the middle, better known as Michael
Modest, gets the shot.

The NWO was at the pool to discuss the breast stroke. One of the Harris
Twins’ arms was in a sling.

Booker rambles about Kidman and threatens the healthy Harris Twin. I
think they’re fighting tonight, but given how much Booker was going on,
they might be taking in a matinee.

Cruiserweight Title: The Artist vs. Michael Modest

Artist is defending of course. Both guys get in the ring and another song
plays but it’s just an error because WCW. Tony talks about fans talking
to him about the return of Russo and Bischoff and my goodness just shut
up already. Does anyone believe that this is the hottest story among
common fans?

Modest throws a nice t-bone suplex and hammers away in the corner as Tony
goes on about Russo’s success in the WWF leading to the downfall of
Bischoff. Chavo and Candido come to the ring for a closer look. Madden on
Russo and Bischoff: “What’s next? The cat working with the dog?” I get
the joke, but WCW ran that match on Thunder this past week.

Artist is put in the Tree of Woe as we hear more about Russo and Bischoff
before Tony throws in Sid issuing a half million dollar bounty on Hogan’s
head. Modest grabs a quick Death Valley Driver for two as Chavo and
Paisley argue on the apron. Madden: “Maybe we’re not putting this match
over enough.” Artist gets knocked into Paisley and Modest hits something
like White Noise for the pin, though this is suddenly a non-title match
after the announcers and Paisley both said it was before the match
started.

Rating: C. Modest looked fine out there and was a nice surprise, but you
can tell Russo is back as there were 19 other things going on during the
match. Between Tony and Madden never shutting up about the new writers
and three people at ringside for whatever reason, I could barely see the
match since the camera couldn’t stay still. But yeah Modest looked good



here, which is why we won’t be seeing him in the ring again until
January.

The announcers freak out over the finisher before jumping right back to
the bounty. To be fair that’s a bigger story than Modest.

The Harris Twins get promo time. Oh sweet goodness the Harris Twins are
getting promo time. Don has injured his shoulder from pressing Midajah
back at the hotel, so tonight it’s Booker vs. Ron.

Spring break videos.

Hogan arrives but Vampiro flags him down for a chat.

Booker T. vs. Ron Harris

Ron is in an NWO shirt, jean shorts and tennis shoes. Don offers a quick
trip so Ron can clothesline Booker to the floor as the announcers talk
about Russo and Bischoff again. Booker fights back with a spinebuster and
the ax kick but here’s Jarrett for a distraction, allowing Don to sneak
in for an H Bomb (arm was fine of course) to give Ron the pin. So now
Booker is losing to one of the Harris Twins? Jarrett is one thing but
Booker has had singles success. This is too much of a stretch.

Harlem Heat comes out post match but Kidman runs in to save Booker.

Vampiro tells Hogan about the bounty in one of those moments that is so
obviously scripted that it hurts my soul.

Gene brings out Hogan for a chat with Hulk taking his sweet time to get
out here. Thankfully the announcers pick up on this and suggest that
someone got to him already. Hogan talks about girls in swimsuits giving
Jimmy Hart a massage to make him feel better after last week. Well he
isn’t going to top that all night. Hulk thinks he should just stand out
here all night and beat up Sid (who isn’t here) until the sun comes up.
The frat boys chant for Hogan, who calls Vampiro the wrestler of the
future.

Hogan and Vampiro is one of the most bizarre buddy pairings I’ve ever
seen in wrestling. He sees the magic of Hulkamania in Vampiro and



promises to watch his back. Cue the Wall’s music and we see him on the
roof of the hotel next door where he signals for a chokeslam. Hogan:
“THAT’S THE WALL!” Keep in mind that the hotel is about 15 stories high
and at least a street away from the show, meaning that Wall would likely
be a white dot from Hogan’s vantage point in the ring.

Disco tells the Mamalukes that their match with the Jung Dragons is their
final step towards a title shot.

Jung Dragons vs. Mamalukes/Disco Inferno

The Dragons come out to 3 Count’s music with their green circles, meaning
it’s time for Japanese boy band music. The Mamalukes sneak in from behind
to jump start the beating, complete with their own version of the H Bomb
to Jamie. Disco chills on the floor to start as Vito hammers Jamie in the
corner. A charge in the corner misses though and Kaz comes in off the hot
tag to clean house.

That earns him the wrath of Kung Fu Vito, who slugs Kaz down and brings
in Johnny. A huge gorilla press toss sends Kaz over the top and to the
floor in a big crash, but Tony is reading the announcement that Russo and
Bischoff will work together. Yeah it’s been hyped up all night and it’s
mentioned during a nothing six man tag. Vito picks Jamie up for a suplex
and runs around the ring with him up in the air. That’s some impressive
power.

Johnny jumps from the mat to the top rope for a spinning guillotine
legdrop but it’s still not enough to get the announcers’ attention. This
is  straight  out  of  the  NWO  era  playbook  where  everything  else  is
important except the match at hand. As Tony keeps going on, he ignores
the Harris Twins interfering. I mean literally, it’s like he’s not even
watching the match. There’s no change in his tone or anything and he just
continues on about the announcement. Disco comes in via a slap to the
face but the Dragons take him down and hit Chris Chetti and Nova’s Tidal
Wave (FINALLY getting a reaction from Madden) for the pin.

Rating: C-. I’ve always been a fan of the Tidal Wave so this was a good
ending. The announcers drove me crazy but that’s par for the course in
WCW: focus on everything except what’s going on right in front of you



because that’s the real place of interest. The match was decent enough as
it got a bit more time than average and the Mamalukes are fine for a
midlevel power team.

Tony says the Harris Brothers have come in, a good minute and a half
after they got here and started beating people up. The Twins clean house
to make sure the Dragons don’t get a rub off this.

Nitro Girls.

Team Package vs. Sting/Vampiro

This is under Texas Tornado rules, meaning the first person to lose their
foot and get a really impressive prosthetic wins for his team. I would
throw in something about cocaine use but that’s too fair to Flair. Since
this is an upper midcard feud, the announcers spend the entrances talking
about Russo and Bischoff. It’s a brawl to start with Luger and Sting
immediately fighting up the ramp and out to the pool. While that goes on,
Flair wristlocks Vampiro, which Tony describes as turning up the heat.

Luger gets backdropped into the water as Vampiro has Flair in some kind
of a leg lock. Back poolside, Luger pushes a waiter in as we keep cutting
back and forth between the two fights. It turns into a food fight with
Luger taking some salsa and sour cream to the face. Flair has Vampiro in
the Figure Four but we need to watch Sting and Luger walk down a bridge
towards the beach. Sting gets thrown onto a surfboard, but Tony has
breaking news.

No, Flair hasn’t made Vampiro submit. No, Sting and Luger aren’t actually
doing  something  interesting.  Instead,  THERE  WILL  BE  REACTIONS  FROM
WRESTLERS TO THE RUSSO AND BISCHOFF ANNOUNCEMENT! When you ask? WE’RE NOT
SURE YET! Vampiro spinwheel kicks Flair down for two as Luger and Sting
are almost down to the water. Luger finally gets the salsa and sour cream
knocked off of him and a piledriver on the sand is enough to give Sting
the pin.

Rating: N/A. It’s not really fair to rate this as most of it was spent
walking around to get to the beach with maybe 45 seconds of Flair vs.
Vampiro thrown in. Some of the Luger vs. Sting stuff was amusing but it



never reached beyond the lame garbage brawling and jokes about Luger
being covered in sauces. I will however give them credit for finally
using their surroundings as this could have been a lot more boring than
it was.

Booker T.’s reaction to Russo and Bischoff returning: he doesn’t really
care.

More spring break videos.

Terry Funk is ready for Hugh Morrus tonight and is still coming for
Dustin Rhodes. Madden to Tony: “You and I will be retired long before
Terry Funk.” He says this in jest but he’s actually right as Funk was
still kicking around the indies about ten years after those two were
done.

Meng vs. La Parka

La Parka’s voiceover talks about living large on spring break and how
it’s one for him and one for his homies. He calls Meng Jungle Jim and the
Tongan Death Grip gets Meng the pin about a minute later after no selling
a chair shot.

The KidCam sees Buff Bagwell hitting on the same girls Steiner and the
NWO talked to earlier. Is there a point to this coming anytime soon?
We’ve been seeing Buff hit on women for like three months now and nothing
has ever come of it. The NWO sees this and wants to kill Bagwell.

Fit Finlay thinks Russo and Bischoff can fix things.

Here’s the music video for Bif Naked’s We’re Not Gonna Take It, featuring
a bunch of WCW people from Ready to Rumble.

Clips of Wall hurting people.

Terry Funk vs. Hugh Morrus

Funk has dropped the chicken in exchange for a chair. Tony has another
announcement so he asks Madden to take over the play by play for a
second. Madden: “All right. Morrus rushes at Funk and pounds him in the



back with some heavy forearms.” Tony: “Ok that’s enough of that. Now for
the announcement.” The announcement: next week’s Nitro and Thunder will
be Best Of shows as we wait for the debut of the new Russo and Bischoff
controlled WCW.

Funk chops on the ropes and sends Morrus into the buckle over and over.
Tony: “Ok I’ve been told by the back to put over these two beating each
other up. Well I can’t do that right now.” Instead, we’re told that Russo
and Bischoff have two weeks to sort things out and debut their new WCW.
Funk misses his moonsault and Tony FINALLY calls something (incorrectly
of course), followed by Morrus missing his top rope elbow. They fight
outside with Funk being powerbombed onto the sand and Tony finally pays
some extended attention.

That lasts as long as an average Funk retirement as he talks about the
two week break again. Morrus clotheslines Funk down and then knocks him
out to the floor, only to miss a Cactus Elbow off the apron. Funk comes
up with a chair for Morrus and a shot to the invading Dustin Rhodes, only
to have Hugh plant Funk with a powerslam, followed by No Laughing Matter.
Not that it matters though as Dustin hits Morrus with the chair for a DQ.

Rating: D. If nothing else, maybe we can get rid of this stupid story
once the show is rebooted. Funk vs. Rhodes isn’t an interesting feud and
is based on stuff that happened twenty years earlier. Therefore it’s
perfect for WCW but annoying for its fans, which is why WCW keeps running
for it.

Funk and Rhodes fight into the crowd as Morrus moonsaults the referee.

Hogan is ready for Wall and has his main man Vampyro (yes pyro) watching
his back. “If the Wall tries to get on his boat to China, Vampiro (he got
it right that time) will beat him with the hammerhead sharks.” Apparently
Hogan is putting up half a million dollars of his own against Sid’s. So
if Hogan wins he gets a million dollars? Well half a mil….you know what,
I don’t care. Moving on.

Here’s the NWO for their tag match. After Steiner does his thing, Jarrett
says he’s turning over a new leaf: the girls can stick around tonight.



Hennig and Bagwell are in the back, where Curt tells Bagwell to ignore
the girls. Buff: “Oh come on. Girls are used to being wet around me.”
Hennig: “Get your head in the game!” Buff: “It already is.”

The Artist, who doesn’t usually talk, thinks Russo and Bischoff coming in
will suck. Oh wait that’s just what the boys want him to say. Instead,
his real feelings are that he thinks they’ll give people a chance.

Even more spring break stuff.

Jeff Jarrett/Scott Steiner vs. Curt Hennig/Buff Bagwell

Hennig gets double teamed during Buff’s entrance. Bagwell sees what’s
going on and keeps up his strutting before coming in for the save. Things
settle down to Bagwell vs. Jarrett with Jeff in control but Buff gets in
a knee lift and even more strutting. Hennig and Steiner come in and Scott
easily breaks up the HennigPlex attempt. It’s time to ignore another
match, but this time it’s to talk about Hogan vs. Wall up next. Bagwell
comes back in and gets beaten up as Madden calls Steiner a human suplex
machine.

Buff’s double arm DDT puts Jarrett down and the not hot tag (do you have
any idea how hard it is to bore a college crowd?) brings in Hennig.
Everything breaks down and Buff Blockbusters Jarrett but Jeff pops up and
guitars Hennig (who had Steiner loaded up for the HennigPlex. He had
Scott’s arm around his head and lifted the leg. Tony: “He may have been
going for the HennigPlex but we’ll never know for sure.”) to set up the
Steiner Recliner for the win. Buff was on the floor with the NWO girls
instead of making a save.

Rating: D. Good night can someone put a gag on Schiavone? It’s amazing
how much different things are when Bischoff is around to yell in his ear
and make him sound like an idiot. Other than that, this was another lame
match with the NWO fighting two guys who are thrown together because the
NWO is still a thing for no apparent reason.

Vito thinks Russo and Bischoff are a step in the right direction to get
the ratings back in order.



Hulk Hogan vs. The Wall

This is billed as a million dollar match with both guys putting up
$500,000, even though Sid isn’t paying Wall anything unless Wall takes
Hogan out. So if Wall wins he gets a million bucks total and if Hogan
wins he gets……what? He doesn’t get the bounty from Sid and he keeps his
own money, so why does Hogan put up any money in the first place? It’s
kind of a one sided story and WCW has managed to make it more complicated
than it ever should have been.

Wall pounds and chokes to start but Hogan comes back with his variety of
right hands. Some more choking with I think part of Wall’s shirt is
enough to send Hogan outside. It’s already table time but Hogan is
waiting with a chair. Hogan pounds away with the chair but Wall no sells.
Back in and Wall scores with the chokeslam but it’s Hogan’s turn to no
sell. There are the big boot and legdrop but Wall does the Undertaker
situp and goes after Hogan in the corner. Cue Vampiro to go after Wall
for the DQ.

Rating: D+. I didn’t hate this as much as I thought I would as Hogan not
only lost, but more importantly couldn’t beat Wall. This made Wall look
like a monster instead of beating up people like David Flair and Crowbar
over and over. It’s not a good match, but it gave Wall a big rub for a
change, which is something he really needed.

Hogan and Vampiro knock Wall through the table but Wall still won’t sell
to end the show.

Overall Rating: D. I can’t say I blame them for killing this off. Yeah
WCW is starting to turn some stuff around, but it’s very clear that
Sullivan and Russo/Bischoff’s booking don’t mix. Between all the brawling
and boring stories we’ve been having for the last few weeks and now Tony
going from a competent announcer to the airhead that he’s best remembered
as all over again, there’s very little to get excited for around here and
maybe the change will help for the time being.

I’m going to try to find a copy or recap of the Best Of shows for next
week but there’s a chance I’ll just skip over them and be back in two
weeks.



Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of NXT Reviews: The Full Sail Years Volume I at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Finally, make sure to check out the Wrestling Bundle, which
wraps up Sunday August 23 at midnight EST. Here are the
details:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2015/08/16/the-wrestling-bundle/

Thunder – March 22, 2000: Oh
Heaven Forbid
Thunder
Date:  March 22, 2000
Location: TD Waterhouse Center, Orlando, Florida
Attendance: 2,443
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Bobby Heenan

Now stop me if you’ve heard this one before, but Hulk Hogan’s buddy (and
by buddy I mean someone he’s talked to twice) has turned on him and laid
him out to end a show. Other than that we’ve still got Sting vs. Team
Package because those three are joined at the hip for all eternity,
doomed to wrestle each other forever, much like those fans stuck in the
airport asking commentators and Kevin Nash about the goings on in WCW.
Let’s get to it.

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2015/08/16/the-wrestling-bundle/
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Quick montage of Nitro, focusing on Sid’s turn. Since this is
Wrestlemania VIII all over again, I feel we should finally see Liz’s
pictures as an apology.

Tank Abbott comes out and demands competition.

Tank Abbott vs. Fit Finlay

If this lasts two minutes I’ll be stunned. Abbott elbows Finlay in the
corner to start before it heads to the mat with Fit in control. Some
right hands and forearms have Tank in trouble and we hit the chinlock.
Back up and Tank hits the big right hand to knock Finlay silly but here’s
Meng. As luck would have it, Tank was looking at the entrance for a good
five seconds before Meng’s music hit. Meng and Abbott get in a brawl for
the DQ, even though Finlay is basically out.

We cut to the back where Hogan is punching Sid and slams him onto a
table.

Gene is with Finlay in the ring and says he’s ready to fight Tank again
because Abbott is as green as a frog. Before he can get much further,
here are Hogan and Sid fighting down the aisle. Sid gets in the ring with
Finlay and OH PLEASE let this wind up as a tag match with one of them
having to team up with Abbott. Hogan vs./teaming with Tank could be the
most amazing thing I’ve ever seen. Sid chokeslams Finlay and threatens
Gene unless Hogan gets in here.

That goes nowhere so Sid wants a video played, which shows Hogan talking
to Sid at Uncensored. Sid accuses Hogan of getting in his business,
including helping him in the match against Jarrett and then at the press
conference. He has a point, but this would be better had it not been over
the course of 24 hours. Sid says Hogan was in the wrong place at the
wrong time. Hogan says any place, any time so Sid says bring it, but
Hogan leaves because he’s a hypocrite.

Buff Bagwell doesn’t like Sid. The NWO is shown watching and doesn’t like
Bagwell. I’m watching too and don’t like either, but the Harris Brothers
are going to be around for a long time I’m sure because we’re just that
lucky.



Here’s the Hogan vs. Sid brawl in case you forgot it in the last five
minutes.

Sid hires some WCW security guards to work for him alone.

Dustin Rhodes is ready for Hulk Hogan later tonight. That could
be……something.

Hogan can’t believe Dustin wants to fight him. As usual, Hogan thinks
punching a guy in the face means nothing. Hogan being all delusional and
thinking he never does anything wrong is one of my favorite things in
wrestling. I mean, he hit Rock in the head with a hammer and crushed him
with a semi truck but then gave him a thumbs up and posed with him so it
was all cool. Jimmy Hart makes things even worse by saying Dustin just
wants to fight him because he’s Hulk Hogan.

Jung Dragons vs. 3 Count

Please be as good as their Nitro match. Jamie-san and Shane get things
going with Jamie shouldering Helms down in a surprising power display.
Shannon sneaks in with a spinwheel kick after Shane gets sent to the
floor and everything breaks down. Oh dear this is going to be hard to
keep up with. The Dragons take over with a triple dive (that looked
great) and Jamie ducks a moonsault from Shannon.

It’s off to Kaz who eats a knee to the ribs and gets tripled teamed in
the corner as things have settled back down. A nice press slam drops Kaz
again but he counters Evan’s cradle into a nice suplex. Yang comes in to
clean house and fails at throwing Evan to the floor as Karagias can’t get
through the ropes. It’s a good thing he moved on to something simpler
like acting. Kaz and Jamie get tripped to the floor, leaving Shannon to
hurricanrana Yang into a frog splash from Shane for the quick pin.

Rating: C+. As usual it was over too fast because we need to get to the
eight other matches on this show. Oh and to Tank Abbott because he’s a
star and therefore interesting or whatever. Unfortunately these six will
be feuding for the rest of forever because, again, that’s how WCW works.

The Dragons, ever the sore losers, dropkick 3 Count out of the ring and



steal the dancing circles. You can hear the young girls crying from here.

Chris Candido is from the school of Hard Knox don’t you know.

Chris Candido vs. Chavo Guerrero Jr.

The fans like Chavo. Artist and Paisley are shown watching in the back.
They grapple to the mat until Chavo takes over with a headlock and here
are Artist and Paisley to watch in person. Chavo sends him to the floor
and follows with a nice dive as the fans are actually getting into this.
Imagine that: getting into a match between talented guys.

Back in and Chavo dives into a Rock Bottom (becoming way too popular),
followed by a delayed vertical for two. Candido slugs away in the corner
but walks into a spinebuster. You don’t see Chavo go with the power that
often. A Paisley distraction lets Candido powerslam Chavo down and head
up top, only to be shoved off by Artist. The jumping DDT from Artist is
enough to give Chavo the pin, though he didn’t see what Artist did.

Rating: C. As usual this didn’t have the time to go anywhere but at least
Chavo got a pin and didn’t look like an idiot. The faster they get that
title off Artist the better though, as these two can have better matches
in their sleep than Artist could have if his career depended on it.

Post match Candido slams Chavo down and hits a pair of top rope
headbutts. Forget what I said about Chavo looking good.

In the back we see a closeup of Miss Hancock’s legs. Well I’m sold. She
sees something that drives her wild so the hair comes down.

Scott Steiner bench presses with help from the NWO girls.

XS vs. Los Fabulosos

That would be Lane/Rave vs. Silver King/El Dandy, now in matching
costumes (in different colors. They look like Power Rangers minus the
helmets) and with Hancock in their corner. Hancock promises they’ll make
the women squirm, squeal and do thinks they never thought of doing
before. XS attacks at the bell as you would expect them to do as Hancock
jumps in on commentary.



The camera stays on Hancock (smart move) and comes back to see Los
Fabulosos doing a nice sequence of a double drop toehold into stereo
kicks. Lane takes Dandy down with a wheelbarrow slam but King’s
helicopter slam (James Storm’s Eye of the Storm) to Lane sets up la
majistral from Dandy for the pin. Decent enough debut but this is just a
vehicle to get Hancock to the next level.

Disco tries to order a pizza under Big Vito’s name but gets caught. That
earns him a match tonight while the Mamalukes go to Disneyworld. If
there’s a point here, I’m not smart enough to get it.

Scott Steiner vs. Chuck Palumbo

This is Palumbo’s debut on the big shows. Steiner takes him down with
ease and slaps on a…..squeeze I guess you’d call it. Chuck swings away to
no avail before nailing the yet to be named Jungle Kick (superkick. I
don’t know why he called it that either but I like the name). A belly to
belly drops Palumbo and Steiner just unloads on him in the corner.
Steiner scores with a backbreaker, t-bones Palumbo down and slaps on the
Recliner for the win.

Rating: D. Palumbo was game but this was just a squash. Steiner is
starting to get over as a monster, but with nothing for him to win
there’s only so far he can go. It would be nice for some young guy to do
something, but that isn’t the case with people like Booker or Kidman so
why should Palumbo get to jump the line?

Curt Hennig says Sid shouldn’t have done what he did on Monday.

Disco Inferno vs. Vampiro

During the entrances, Tenay says tickets go on sale for Spring Stampede
this weekend. The show is in less than a month and they’re just now
selling tickets? No wonder they didn’t come close to selling the place
out. Before the match Disco says he isn’t a wrestler so there’s no match.
Cue Vampiro of course because no one listens to Disco Inferno. Tenay
tries to play up Vampiro as getting a huge reaction and he’s borderline
right for a change.



Disco tries to talk his way out of the match but pulls Vampiro to the
floor, only to be sent over and then into the announcers’ table. Inside
and Vampiro goes kung fu as we get commentary back. A running clothesline
drops Vampiro but the fans say Disco sucks. Hey now the Bee Gees were
awesome. Disco gets two off a Russian legsweep before they trade some
hard shots, capped off by a Vampiro Rock Bottom for two. A top rope
spinwheel kick and the Nail in the Coffin are enough to put Disco away.

Rating: C-. That might be high due to how lame the matches are on this
show but at least this was entertaining while it lasted. Vampiro can at
least do some good stuff in the ring and Disco is an underrated worker.
Also, it’s nice for Vampiro to get a win instead of constantly jobbing to
the veterans.

Speaking of the veterans, Flair and Luger come out for the beatdown but
Sting makes the save.

Ernest “the Cat” Miller (in case you’re not up on your WCW nicknames)
debuts Mike Jones as his shoe guarder. I love how Jones has basically
played one character for thirteen years. It worked for Mr. Hughes so why
not him?

Jeff Jarrett is ready for one of his biggest US Title defenses ever
tonight. That’s accurate as it’s one of his only ever.

The Cat vs. The Dog

Please…..kill me now. It would be an act of mercy. I’ll pay you. Miller
has Jones with him to guard the slippers. Dog charges at Miller when the
Cat makes jokes and takes over with punches and a powerslam. Some
forearms sets up some barking because this character is really, really
literal. Even Cat thinks this is stupid so he hits Dog low and drops the
dancing elbow. Cat kicks (of course) a lot but charges into a
spinebuster. It’s shoe time but the referee kicks them away, leaving Dog
to whip Cat into Brian Knobbs’ chain for two. Back up and a superkick
ends Dog and of course it’s long enough to rate.

Rating: F. Somehow, this would have been better with more lame Heenan
jokes. Miller is fine and at least has a character that has some details



to it. Dog, on the other hand, IS A HUMANOID DOG. Like, he barks and
comes out on a leash. I’d love to hear the production pitch for this and
see the looks on everyone’s faces. Or the look on Vince McMahon’s face
while he had Benoit vs. Angle vs. Jericho for his midcard at this point.

Knobbs whips Dog, meaning PETA probably protested because PETA is a bunch
of nutjobs. Not their idea mind you, but their methods.

This Week in WCW Motorsports. With all of their problems, they can still
field a team?

Knobbs finds the Dog chewing clothes. This is going to be a running gag
isn’t it?

Norman Smiley needs someone to watch his back. Indeed, and that someone
should beat him up for letting this hardcore stuff keep going.

Demon vs. Hugh Morrus

Morrus thinks Demon is funny, because laughing is his deal. It’s like the
Joker you see, and that went over so well. Morrus takes over quickly with
a back elbow and clothesline, only to miss an elbow drop by a few feet.
Back up and Demon’s clothesline doesn’t work so it’s an enziguri to put
Morrus down instead. Well at least he’ll sell something. A back elbow
staggers Morrus again but he plants Demon with a spinebuster, setting up
No Laughing Matter for the pin. So we’re at the point where pushing Hugh
Morrus is the best they can do. Oh happy freaking day.

Knobbs puts Dog in his car and drives away. Dog puts his head out the
window because WCW thinks this is entertaining.

We get some KidCam footage of Bagwell calling out Sid earlier. Then he
hits on a backstage worker and gets nowhere.

Sid’s dressing room is empty.

Video on the Wall. Points for trying anything new I guess.

Hogan (called great by Gene) praises Dusty Rhodes but says Dustin isn’t
his daddy.



Knobbs abandons Dog on the side of the road, triggering some moon
howling.

US Title: Jeff Jarrett vs. Buff Bagwell

Jarrett is defending for the first time on TV (well other than Saturday
Night) since the first Thunder of the year. Bagwell hammers away to start
and hits his running neckbreaker. A Vader Bomb gets two so cue the Harris
Brothers to pull Buff to the floor for a beating. Buff misses a cross
body and gets double teamed again, so here’s Curt Hennig for the save.
Buff’s double arm DDT gets no count as one of the Twins offers a
distraction, so Buff is smart enough to lay Jarrett out with the
Blockbuster, only to have Steiner come in for the DQ. It was energetic
while it lasted but as always, the NWO kills anything interesting.

The NWO goes after Hennig’s arm as the bell rings for about a minute
straight.

Hogan tells Jimmy Hart to get Bill Busch to make the match with Sid no
matter what it takes.

Dustin Rhodes vs. Hulk Hogan

Dustin stomps Hogan down as he comes into the ring and chokes with a t-
shirt. You know, because that’s worked so well over the years. Rhodes
pounds away even more and uppercuts Hogan to cut off a comeback. They
head outside with Hogan being thrown onto the announcers’ table, knocking
out commentary. Back in and Dustin hits a chinlock as this is already
dying. The hold stays on for nearly two minutes before Hogan’s arm stays
up. A clothesline gets two on Hogan and it’s Hulk Up time. The big boot
misses though and Dustin scores with another clothesline, followed by a
cowbell shot to the head for the DQ.

Rating: F. The match ran six minutes and the chinlock was a third of that
time. And for what? To build up Dustin Rhodes as a threat? I mean, well
done on building up someone new, but Dustin Rhodes as the evil cowboy is
the best idea you have? This company deserves to go under if this is
their top idea.



Dustin leaves but Nick Patrick says we’re not done yet. Rhodes called
Hogan out so he has a ten count to get back in or it’s $10,000 and a
potential suspension. He gets back in, clubs Hogan twice…..and then eats
the big boot and legdrop for the pin to end the show.

Oh screw you WCW. You go out of your way with that bad of a match to set
up Dustin as some kind of a threat and THIRTY SECONDS later he’s jobbing
to the big boot and legdrop. That’s the big reason WCW is in the place
it’s in at this point: because they can’t just let someone look bad for a
minute before they get their heat back because it might ruin whatever.
Good grief it’s not going to kill Hogan to wait until Monday, when he’ll
be in ANOTHER World Title program to get his win back, where he might
even be able to make some money with Dustin in a rematch.

Overall Rating: D. This one had some promise to it and then came crashing
down in the last hour and a half. That doesn’t sound horrible but keep in
mind that this is just a two hour show. The stupid matches that no one
wanted to see and Hogan making sure that no one got over for more than
thirty seconds because Hogan must look strong. That reboot is looking
better by the second as maybe SOMEONE under can come in and get some
significant airtime. Except Jarrett of course.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of NXT Reviews: The Full Sail Years Volume I at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4
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Monday Nitro – March 6, 2000:
Oh Dear. Oh Dear Indeed.
Monday  Nitro #230
Date: March 6, 2000
Location: Student Activities Center, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Attendance: 4,682
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Mark Madden

We’re getting closer to the horror that is Uncensored 2000 and Jeff
Jarrett vs. Sid Vicious. Both guys are talented and have their place on
the card, but the main event isn’t the right spot for either of them,
especially coming off HHH vs. Foley and transitioning into HHH vs. Rock.
Other than that, since we’re in North Carolina, you can pencil in Flair
for a loss or some sort of humiliation. Let’s get to it.

We open in the back with Fit Finlay choking Vampiro after promising to
teach him some respect last week. Vampiro fights back but we cut to the
arena for some pyro.

Psychosis vs. Kaz Hayashi

Juventud Guerrera is out with Psychosis for his Rock stuff and promises
to live la vida loca. Kaz quickly knocks Psychosis to the floor and dives
onto both guys for a nice spot. Back in and a dropkick puts Psychosis
(Madden keeps calling him Psycho) down again and a spinwheel kick fires
Kaz up even more. This is more emotion than I’ve seen from him in a long
time.

Psychosis grabs a quick gordbuster as Juvy sits on the apron. Cue Finlay
and Vampiro to fight at ringside and then into the ring to really wake
the crowd up. Psychosis’ top rope hurricanrana gets two but here are
Paisley and the Artist etc to watch. Kaz gets dropkicked out of the air
and takes the guillotine legdrop for no cover. Instead Prince gets on the
apron and hits Psychosis with the belt, giving Kaz a rollup pin.

Rating: C. Yeah it was an overbooked mess, but it was a fun overbooked
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mess and that’s a good way to open a show. Kaz looked like a guy who was
trying to make something of his TV time and I can never fault someone for
doing that. It’s not a great match and Prince is still an anchor holding
the division down, but this was the fast paced, fun match the division
has been missing.

Psychosis and Juvy beat Prince down post match.

We look back at Jarrett pinning Vampiro last week.

Tonight’s main event: Sid/Vampiro vs. Jarrett/Don Harris. I’m digging
these young guys getting main event slots but good grief the heels are
dragging these things down.

Security finally breaks up Vampiro and Finlay, ten minutes after we first
saw them fighting.

The NWO, in a room with couches and black walls, laugh off the idea of
facing Vampiro tonight.

Disco and the Mamalukes aren’t worried about the Harris Twins. Johnny is
swearing off cheese sandwiches until Uncensored and Vito is taking out
Ron Harris tonight.

Vampiro is beating up various trashcans backstage.

Ricki Rachman and the Nitro Girls were at Duke University on Friday. This
eats up far more time than it should. To their credit there was some
money given to a children’s hospital so at least some good came from it.

Ron Harris vs. Big Vito

Harris stomps him down to start but Vito kicks him in the face. Tony:
“Would you call that a Mafia Kick?” Madden: “I’d call it an Italian
American Heritage Kick.” The Twins quickly switch places and Don hits
Vito with a chain for the pin in less than a minute.

And never mind as instant replay shows the cheating and Vito wins. Disco
and the champs take H Bombs until the Power Plant security guards and a
cop come out and get beaten down as well.



David Flair, on his 21st birthday, is going to beat up the Wall for
hurting Crowbar on Thunder. That was one heck of a chokeslam through the
table.

The Harris Twins are arrested for shoving the cop. I’m not sure why they
both are when only one touched the cop but it’s wrestling logic.

The official tagline for Sid vs. Jarrett at Uncensored: the monster
against the music. This is getting higher and higher on the list of
horrible WCW ideas every single week.

The Wall vs. David Flair

Wall throws him to the floor to start and puts up a pair of tables.
Daffney distracts Wall with screams, allowing David to hit him in the
back with a crowbar. The metal rod to the back is no sold and David gets
chokeslammed through both tables for the DQ.

Daffney cries over how hurt David may be. Trainers come out, as do Curt
Hennig, Terry Funk and Arn Anderson. Curt says David’s old man should
have been here. Ric was shown in the back earlier.

Back from a break with David being taken away on a stretcher. Bam Bam
Bigelow yells at Wall for taking it too far so Wall hits him once,
knocking him onto a table. Bigelow implied that he trained/mentored Wall
before getting knocked six feet off a single punch.

The Dog vs. Evan Karagias

I’ve wondered this forever, but why in the world is Brian Knobbs’ theme
music a rock version of My Sharona? Dog beats up all three members of 3
Count but gets triple teamed, drawing in Knobbs and Finlay. It’s
eventually just Dog in the ring, leaving everyone else to mindlessly
fight outside. Dog hits a running splash on Evan and then bites his ear.
Finlay throws Evan into the barricade and we see Dog’s red eyes. All six
get in again until Knobbs helps Dog with a middle rope powerslam to pin
Evan.

Rating: N/A. It was long enough to rate but this was such a mess and the



two people actually in the match were only together in the ring for about
half the time. Much like the Tag Team Title feud, this isn’t interesting
but at least it’s a feud that can be simply explained. That doesn’t make
it good, but it makes sense which is more than you can say about a lot of
stuff around here.

Ric Flair says his son is a big boy and can take care of himself. He’s
ready for Hennig again tonight.

Jarrett yells at his three NWO girls about the situation tonight.

Nitro Girls for the first time in a long while.

Sid begs Vampiro to help him fight tonight. Vampiro says he’ll be there.

Here are Jarrett and the girls with something to say. Jeff ejects the
girls (who now have names: Kim, Tylene and Midajah) and says tonight
there was a travesty of justice. The Twins are gone, but Jeff has a
replacement: The Wall. Again, well done on putting young guys in big
spots, and for once that’s not sarcasm.

2XS (Lane and Idol) are on the phone but Idol says he lives here now so
he’s over with the rats. They see Demon’s coffin and have an idea.

Curt Hennig vs. Ric Flair

Please give them time. Flair rips on the UNC Tar Heels basketball team
and thinks they should be wrestling at Duke (UNC’s major rival) tonight
instead. Curt chops away in the corner to start and gives Ric a backdrop
as only Flair can take one. They head outside with Flair striking away
until Hennig chops him against the barricade. Back in and Flair goes…well
he goes Flair actually as he suckers Hennig into the corner for a low
blow.

More chops on the floor have Curt in more trouble as the idea is Flair
being more aggressive than usual because of Hogan. So yeah, we’re back to
the RIC IS CRAZY because of Hogan idea from 1994. After some stomps to
the leg, the Figure Four goes on but Hennig turns it over as you would
expect him to do. They’re not exactly blowing the roof off the place
here. Hennig makes his comeback but has to deal with Luger, followed by a



quick PerfectPlex for the pin on Flair.

Rating: C. Totally acceptable match here but that’s par for the course
from these two. Hennig vs. Flair is always good for a decent match and
it’s nice to see an older guy like Flair still trying around here. Luger
and Flair are a good enough heel team, but Luger is so worthless these
days and it’s killing whatever good Flair brings to it.

Hennig’s arm gets broken but Arn Anderson comes out to stand over him.
Luger pulls the bat back to hit him but Flair shakes his head no and Lex
drops it.

Lane and Idol weld the Demon’s casket shut, because WCW catering now has
blowtorches if you get the meal deal special. Demon comes up but gets
beaten down because WCW isn’t scared of a lawsuit.

More Nitro Party stuff.

Hennig is taken into an ambulance.

Flair and Luger brag and Liz looks especially gorgeous here.

Lane vs. Norman Smiley

Idol is on commentary as Norman starts with some dancing. A victory roll
doesn’t work so well and Smiley is sent outside, where Lane takes him
down with a big flip dive. Back in and Lane gets slammed down but breaks
up the Big Wiggle with a low blow. As usual, the referee sees this and
doesn’t seem to care. Lane misses a moonsault (landing on his head) to
set up Norman’s giant swing. Cue Miss Hancock to get on the table but she
doesn’t dance. The distraction is enough for the Norman’s Conquest to
make Lane tap out in a hurry.

Demon comes out to beat up Lane and Idol but gets in a staredown with
Norman. Sure why not.

Sid promises to win at Uncensored.

An angry Tank Abbott is in the ring and doesn’t care for the GOLDBERG
chants. He isn’t worried about Sid either because he only tapped because



WCW was taking him off TV. Tank isn’t leaving until he gets a match.

Tank Abbott vs. La Parka

One punch knockout. I’m so glad La Parka was given a winning streak over
the last few weeks.

Doug Dillinger won’t get Tank out of the ring so here’s Meng, but JJ
Dillon threatens to dock him 60 days pay if he gets in. Nothing comes of
this because having a fun segment isn’t something WCW will tolerate on
their television shows.

Nitro Girls again.

Hogan, in a pre-taped interview, has signed release notes for the Yappapi
Strap Match against Flair. He goes over the mindset behind the match and
promises to strap Flair over and over. This was an old school promo but
this isn’t an old school show.

Kidman vs. Harlem Heat 2000

Kidman says he has a partner but gets beaten down before he can bring
anyone down. After about thirty seconds of beating, here’s Booker to even
things up. Booker cleans house but the double teaming gets to him as this
actually breaks down into a tag match. Everything breaks down and there’s
a Book End on Big T. with Kidman dropping a top rope elbow but Cash (or
is it Cass?) pulls the referee to the floor. Stevie hits something on
Kidman off camera for the pin, because pulling the referee to the floor
isn’t a DQ in WCW. I think the better question is what IS a DQ in this
company these days.

Here’s Dustin Rhodes with some barbed wire (clearly not real) and
something to say. He knocks Terry Funk unconscious two weeks ago but Funk
got up and kept coming because he’s a stupid old man. Dustin rips on the
internet fans and says he’s ready to make Terry bleed tonight.

After we don’t hear the end of “you people s….” because SUCK of all
things is censored, Terry Funk comes out to call Dustin a chicken. He
imitates Foghorn Leghorn of all things and says he has Dustin’s
illegitimate brother in a garbage bag. Inside the bag is a plucked



chicken wearing a diaper because why not. Terry thinks Dustin wants a
barbed wire match so Dustin throws powder in his face and piledrives him.
The threat of a powerbomb makes Funk come back with a low blow and a slam
onto the wire.

Jeff Jarrett/The Wall vs. Sid Vicious/Vampiro

Before the match, Jeff ejects the girls again. Tony makes the big
announcement for Sting vs. Luger: it’s a lumberjack cast match with
everyone whose arm Luger has broken will surround the ring. It’s a brawl
to start with the big guys fighting out to the floor. We settle down to
Vampiro working on Wall’s arm until Jeff gets in a cheap shot from the
apron to change control.

Jeff comes in and works over Vampiro with that riveting Memphis style of
his until Vampiro plants him with a Rock Bottom. The hot tag brings in
Sid to clean house and chokeslam Jeff, but Wall breaks it up. Sid
clotheslines Jarrett to the floor and the big guys grab each other by the
throat, only to have Jarrett sneak in with the guitar to Sid. Wall
chokeslams Sid and Jeff gets the pin to end the show.

Rating: D. I really didn’t care for this one but it’s nice to see someone
like Wall getting a spot here. Vampiro was really just kind of there but
it’s always cool to see the youth movement finally going somewhere.
Unfortunately it ends with Jeff pinning Sid again to set up the lame
World Title match down the line, but that’s WCW for you.

Overall Rating: D+. As boring as the main event stuff has been lately,
this really wasn’t a bad show. They’re building up some coherent stories
and the young guys are getting some higher spots on the card, which makes
for a show that actually entertains at points. Now don’t get me wrong:
it’s still really boring and the idea of Uncensored makes me cringe, but
this has been a major upgrade over the last few months.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of NXT Reviews: The Full Sail Years Volume I at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:



http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Monday Nitro – February 21,
2000:  I’ll  Take  Silver
Linings Where I Can Get Them
Monday  Nitro #228
Date: February 21, 2000
Location: Arco Arena, Sacramento, California
Attendance: 9,408
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Mark Madden

It’s the night after SuperBrawl and almost nothing has changed. That’s
about as close to the truth as you can get here as no titles changed
hands, unless you count a tournament final for a new champion. The big
story continues to be Hogan/Sting vs. Flair/Luger as we’re back in the
earliest days of this show, minus Randy Savage. Let’s get to it.

Quick recap, with clips instead of stills. Yeah even WCW knows no one was
buying the replay.

The NWO, all three of them, arrive. Jarrett promises to get the title by
the end of the night but doesn’t even have the US Title on him.

Gene tries to bring out Hulk Hogan to start but here’s Luger instead.
Luger calls out anyone that cares about this business to match his
physique and yells about the lack of respect. He keeps ranting about
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Hogan’s arm being broken so here’s Hulk with something to say. Hulk was
tired about hearing Luger wanting a next time, so how about that next
time being tonight? Oh and there’s a cage above the ring in case someone
wanted a challenge, so the rematch is on.

The announcers run down the card for tonight. I can get this on a TV
show, but the pay per view version still makes no sense.

Here’s the NWO as the announcers talk about James Brown. That’s still a
sore subject guys. Jarrett is tired of being screwed but has a contract
saying he’s guaranteed a rematch in case he didn’t leave SuperBrawl with
the title. Jarrett says Nash signed that contract, which might be due to
the concussion from the guitar shot last week. One last thing: the Harris
Brothers are going to be going after anyone Jarrett picks tonight. Great.
Another boring team running rampant all night. Can you really still call
these guys the NWO when none of them wear NWO gear?

Sid arrives, sans bags or title.

Kidman can’t find his camera.

Madusa looks at the card for tonight and is annoyed that she isn’t on it.
She rants about Oklahoma because we need a recap and breaks the board as
she shouts about wanting a women’s division. Apparently this is all
Oklahoma’s fault.

Kidman vs. Lash Leroux

They trade some flips to start as the announcers debate if Jarrett’s
document is valid. It’s going to be one of those stories isn’t it?
Speaking of one of those, it’s one of those nights as the Twins come in
and destroy Kidman and Leroux. I’m so glad to see Kidman being rewarded
for his awesome work recently.

Whoever has stolen the KidCam films Buff Bagwell hitting on Symphony and
ripping on Maestro. She turns him down so he says this never happened.

Vampiro vs. Fit Finlay

During the entrances, Tony shills the WCW Magazine, featuring a profile



on  NWO  2000,  complete  with  Nash  and  Bret.  Finlay  blocks  an  early
spinwheel kick and hits Vampiro with his cast. They head outside as Tony
promises a ruling on the Jarrett situation next segment. I wait with
bated breath. On top of that, the cage match will be last man standing.
Heaven forbid Luger take two falls in two days.

Finlay hits him in the throat with a chair and of course the referee is
fine with it. Back in and Finlay puts on a half crab of all things but
he’s no Lance Storm, meaning Vampiro easily escapes and hits a top rope
spinwheel kick, followed by Finlay missing a charge into the post to give
Vampiro the rollup pin.

Rating: D. Why do we even have referees at this point? A cast shot and a
chair to the throat aren’t enough to draw a DQ? Vampiro does seem like
someone who is getting a push, which makes me wonder why he didn’t go
over Kidman last night. At least he’s walking after that semi-botched
reverse tornado DDT or whatever it was.

Maestro jumps Buff and we’ve got a match for later.

Madusa whispers something to La Parka. He says si.

Booker is upset that he’s lost so many things in his life but he wants
Stevie Ray to know that it’s over.

Booker vs. Big Vito

Before the match, Disco has an offer for Booker: he can fight a handicap
match for the Tag Team Titles. A right hand seems to be a yes and we’re
on.

Tag Team Titles: Booker vs. Mamalukes

The team takes over on the outside until it’s Vito taking over inside,
only to have Booker kick both of them down. The Spinarooni sets up the
side kick but Disco crotches Booker on the top for the DQ. What in the
world was the point of the handicap match if that’s how it was ending?

The Harris Twins come in and clean house.



Terry Funk, with Dustin Rhodes behind him, says you can’t keep him down
when he has someone like Rhodes in his corner. Dustin is tougher than his
dad and tonight they’ll take care of, who else, the Harris Twins. Rhodes
says he would bet on the two of the and tonight the Twins bite the dust.
Even if they do, it won’t be a disqualification.

Main event stills.

Sid is livid about something he saw.

Harlem Heat, with Big T. all in pink for reasons I’m not interested in,
says that’s what happens to someone like Booker when they turn their back
on everyone. Biggs says they have all the royalties now. The new member,
formerly known as 4×4, is dubbed Cassius. This would be a better reveal
if Madden hadn’t said the name in a throwaway line earlier.

Cruiserweight Title: La Parka vs. The Artist Formerly Known As Prince
Iaukea

The Artist is defending and Oklahoma is on commentary. I’m not even going
to wait on this one: La Parka is Madusa. You know it, I know it, and
thankfully they make no attempt to hide it. More importantly than that
though, I really don’t want to know what Madusa agreed to in order to get
that suit, or what La Parka looks like in Madusa’s gear, which he must be
wearing at the moment.

Oklahoma gets in the ring and rips the mask off to shock no one. She
slaps at Oklahoma because she’s forgotten she knows martial arts, but
here’s the real La Parka to hit Oklahoma with a chair. That earns him a
middle rope DDT from the pin from the Prince because somehow, that was
still a match.

Flair rants about Hogan as Luger warms up.

Terry Funk/Dustin Rhodes vs. Harris Brothers

They’re a team now for reasons. Jarrett jumps in on commentary as the
Twins take over to start. Ron slugs Funk down and gets two off an elbow
drop as Dustin plays cheerleader. At least he’s not in the 99 Goldust
attire at the time. A slam gets two more as I’m thinking having the Twins



just run in and hurt people is better than sitting through them wrestle.

The Twins start switching as they’re wearing the same clothes and does it
really matter? Well, it does if you’re fighting for the World Title but
we won’t hear about that on TV anyway. Terry takes over on Don and puts
on the toehold but a Jarrett distraction breaks it up. Sid comes out to
chase Jeff away, but not before he knocks out a security guard. We follow
the chase to the back and come back to Dustin coming in and turning on
Funk. That’s enough of the match so we cut to Jarrett getting in the car.
Back to Rhodes wearing Terry out with a chair and that’s the DQ.

Rating: D-. This is going to be the Harris Twins’ show and that wouldn’t
fly even in Memphis. Rhodes vs. Funk is as close as we’re going to get to
a young guy getting a rub right now so I guess I should be happy, but
Dustin on his own is one of the least interesting characters in
wrestling. You can see the bullrope match coming from here.

Dustin wears him out even more until the referees break it up.

Buff is ready for Maestro and basically blames the match on Symphony.

Dustin beats up Terry again and steals the ambulance.

Gene says Dustin is on the same route Jarrett is in. I know Gene is good
but being able to tell where Jarrett went when he pulled out of a parking
lot is impressive.

Sid comes out and says he’ll give Jeff the rematch at Uncensored. He
treats this as far more serious than he should.

Kidman and Booker want to fight the Twins.

Ric thinks Dustin did the right thing and wants to send a message to
Hogan.

Buff Bagwell vs. Maestro

Maestro, the angry one, gets beaten up to start and the fans seem to
approve. Buff slugs him to the mat and runs outside to hit on Symphony,
but Maestro knocks her over by mistake. Maestro doesn’t seem to mind as



he hammers away, only to have Cat come out for a distraction, allowing
Bagwell to hit the Blockbuster for the pin.

Miller isn’t done yet though as he comes to the ring and talks about the
bet that Maestro set up. Due to Brown being there, Maestro has to listen
to whatever music Miller picks, which is some loud rap music. Maestro
goes nuts and beats up Billy Silverman until the music goes off, which
calms him back down. I haven’t mentioned it yet but Maestro is the nephew
of the original Gorgeous George and you can see the talent there. It
really is hit and miss with different families.

Chae and Tygress dance in cages.

We see Hacksaw Jim Duggan as TV Champion on Saturday Night after pulling
the title belt out of the trash. Anyone was allowed to challenge him, so
Robert Gibson of all people came out and got beat. Steven Regal came out
and asked for a shot after the match and Duggan accepted for next week
with Regal’s career on the line. I’d be stunned if Saturday Night was
ever mentioned on Nitro again.

The Wall vs. Bam Bam Bigelow

Wall jumps him from behind, which is becoming way too common these days.
Bigelow is sent into the post and Wall starts on the arm of all things.
They get inside with Wall kicking him in the face and stomping away on
the mat. A middle rope legdrop misses though as the announcers actually
talk about the match. The top rope headbutt gets two for Bam Bam and a
belly to back gets the same. They’re playing up the idea that Wall won’t
stay down. Another belly to back puts Wall down but he pops to his feet
and chokeslams Wall off the top for the pin.

Rating: D+. The match was the junk you would expect but they’re doing a
good job of setting Wall up for someone to stop. Naturally I’m expecting
some old guy to get the win and the whole thing to be a waste of time,
but it’s always cool to see someone getting a push like this. Of course
this is assuming you ignore Jim Duggan beating him at house shows around
this time.

Hogan is behind a piece of cage and screaming for Luger.



Ric wants to fight Arn Anderson. Arn just sitting there staring at him is
perfect, as you can imagine Arn doing that to Ric in a thousand bars over
the years.

Hogan is ready for Luger and talks about exorcisms for some reason. He
still tries to say he’s a Hulk/Hollywood hybrid, but regular Hulk cheats
like Hollywood did so no one can tell the difference. Hogan is very glad
Sting was there last night, but tonight it’s one on one.

Luger and Flair beat up Jimmy Hart and drag him to the ring for the main
event.

Total Package vs. Hulk Hogan

Last man standing in a cage. Back from a break with Luger and Flair
beating Hart up at ringside. Some friend Hogan is as he waits for the
show to come back to run out for the save. Hulk cleans house with a chair
until Ric gets in a low blow. Luger chairs him down and we’re still
waiting on them to get inside the cage. They finally get in with Luger
stomping away, because that has worked so well on Hogan over the years.

As I finish typing that, Hogan gets up and punches Luger down before
ramming him into the buckle ten straight times. Such total devastation!
Luger sends him into the cage to take over and the fans actually boo for
a change. A bunch of elbows allow Luger to mock Hogan’s posing (oh geez,
MOCKING HULK HOGAN???) before hitting the same suplex that triggered the
Hulk Up last night.

This time it’s enough to set up the Rack but Luger drops him down and I
think you know what’s coming. Flair comes back down (he left?) as Hogan
hits the legdrop. The chops that have never worked on Hogan still don’t
work and the beating is on. Luger gets in a chair shot to put Hogan down
and a bunch of stomping (plus breaking Doug Dillinger’s arm) ends the
show. No winner, or Sting for that matter.

Rating: D. Just like last night, this was lame stuff but at least Luger
did his big move before the Hulk Up. I really don’t know why this feud
needs to continue but I’m assuming we’re getting Hogan vs. Flair AGAIN at
Uncensored. The last man standing rule was just a way to prevent Luger



from losing while Flair got down there, which could have easily been
avoided by having Flair run down during the Hulking Up, but why go simple
when you can go complicated.

Overall Rating: D-. I don’t know if it was just the energy but I liked
this show a bit better than the last few editions. It’s still a horrible
show but at least they were moving around and keeping things from getting
boring. That being said, the Jarrett/Harris tandem has hit their ceiling
and now we’re going to get to wait until Uncensored to get to anything
new. However, speaking of new, there is one thing I like: Booker and
Kidman teaming together to fight the Harris Twins. It’s nothing great,
but it’s a nice step up for Kidman and ANYTHING other than the Harlem
Heat feud for Booker. I’ll take silver linings where I can get them.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume III at Amazon for
just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00XOUNBEA

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Thunder – February 16, 2000:
Split Personality Hogan
Thunder
Date:  February 16, 2000
Location: First Union Spectrum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Attendance: 5,586
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Commentators: Bobby Heenan, Mike Tenay

It’s the go home show for SuperBrawl and the old guys abound. The big
stories here are Hogan vs. Luger and Flair vs. Funk, one of which I can’t
imagine appearing tonight because he’s worked the last two shows in a
row. Other than that we get to find out if Prince Iaukea or Psychosis
gets to fight Lash Leroux for the Cruiserweight Title. I continue to beg
WCW to hire some fresh talent before too late sounds like great days gone
by. Let’s get to it.

There’s a new opening sequence, which is a bit better looking than the
previous one. This at least has more wrestling clips included.

Here’s executive representative Terry Taylor to open things up. Jeff
Jarrett has been hitting too many people with guitars lately and Sid got
into a fight with Hall in a hotel (meaning Hall got drunk/high on a
flight, so he’s gone for a bit). Sid has volunteered to leave the
building for the night as a result, which scares me to think about what
could be headlining this show. Cue Jarrett to complain about people
screwing with him and promises to take care of Sid and Hall on Sunday.
Taylor takes a guitar and spray paint, which is going to get Jarrett over
as the huge heel everyone knows he’s capable of being right?

Card rundown.

Cruiserweight Title Tournament Semi-Finals: The Artist Formerly Known As
Prince Iaukea vs. Kaz Hayashi

Kaz is substituting for an injured Psychosis and the winner gets Lash
Leroux on Sunday. Prince punches away in the middle and in the corner to
start as Miss Hancock is here to watch. The punches go nowhere so Kaz
hits a clothesline and punches of his own. A spinwheel kick drops Prince
again but it’s time for the girls to get into it. That earns Hancock an
ejection, allowing us to completely focus on this boring match. Prince
avoids a backdrop and slaps Kaz in the face, followed by a dragon screw
leg whip. The cool middle rope DDT sends Prince to the finals after a
boring match.

Nash isn’t happy with Jarrett attacking Taylor.



Norman Smiley vs. The Wall

Smiley is rocking the Flyers gear this week. Wall no sells some
clotheslines and kicks Norman square in the jaw, putting him out to the
floor. That would be a better finisher than yet another person using a
chokeslam. Norman whips him into the barricade but Wall shrugs it off
again and plants him with a backbreaker. He may be a comedy guy but
Norman can sell this power offense very well. Wall misses a sitdown
splash and Norman comes back with his usual, only to dive off the middle
rope into the chokeslam for the pin.

Rating: D. Bad result aside, it was always entertaining to see Norman out
there doing his thing. What isn’t entertaining though is to see the same
waste of a talent like Smiley for the sake of pushing some monster like
Wall. However, at least Wall is someone young (33 here) getting a push.
It’s better than the norm around here.

Norman gets chokeslammed through a table and EMTs come out to check on
him.

Tank Abbott vs. Van Hammer

Tank wins with the usual in 45 seconds. Are they trying to recreate
Goldberg?

Kidman yells at Vampiro backstage.

DDP book plug.

Nash hits on his nurses.

Here are Luger and Liz with something to say. Luger has turned the two of
them into stars when he broke Hogan’s arm on Monday (not when he won the
World Title or anything). He doesn’t need to brag about his incredible
body because he has a new partner in Ric Flair. This brings out Ric, who
shouts down fat boys and insults the Philadelphia fans by saying he and
Luger are real athletes unlike Eric Lindros.

After some bragging about hurting Funk, here are Terry and Dustin Rhodes
to say this is hardcore country. Ah yes, it had been a few weeks since



they had used ECW to get their boring shows over. Funk says Dustin is
better than his daddy and a challenge for a tag match is thrown down.
Even the promos to set up the main events are boring.

The Mamalukes want to hurt David and Crowbar on Sunday. They’re Italians
you see.

Harris Brothers vs. Kidman/Vampiro

Vampiro has new music but the Twins are a little bit country and jump him
to start. A quick kick to the face staggers Ron and the hot tag brings in
Kidman to dive onto both of them. Vampiro isn’t paying attention when
Kidman tags him in though as these two guys, who spent weeks fighting,
amazingly can’t get along.

Ron side slams Vampiro to take over before it’s off to Don for a Rock
Bottom and powerslam. A chinlock goes nowhere so Vampiro comes back with
a spinwheel kick and makes the tag. Kidman cleans house and hits his
Bodog as Vampiro walks out, only to come back and take a chair that was
aimed at Kidman, giving Don the pin.

Rating: D+. Can we just have Vampiro and Kidman fight again so we can get
this over with? Maybe one of them can move up the ladder a bit as a
result, but I’d assume they’ll be thrown into another meaningless midcard
feud because they’re talented enough to put some worry into the people on
top, who are guaranteed their spots because they’re the top stars.

Big Vito vs. Crowbar

Street fight. In the back, the Mamalukes jump Crowbar and lock David and
Daffney in their locker room. Who would give those two a locker room?
Couldn’t you put them in a storage closet and let them have fun there
instead? Vito backdrops Crowbar onto a car but Crowbar does the same off
a suplex and drops a leg for two. Daffney has escaped the room and is
throwing what appear to be vegetables at the guys. Vito stomps away,
throws Crowbar into a car and drops an elbow (just a regular elbow) for
the pin. So much for that going anywhere.

Nash continues to hit on the nurses.



This Week In WCW Motorsports.

Mark Johnson vs. Mickie Jay

Yes they’re referees and yes, this is getting time instead of any of
those young wrestlers who might benefit from a TV match. Mark, the evil
crooked one, jumps Mickie from behind and wraps his leg around the post.
Back in and more knee work sets up a middle rope elbow but Mark only hits
mat. Cue the Harris Brothers to distract the referee, allowing the other
to kick Mickie down for the pin. If this is the best use of their TV
time, cancel Thunder already.

Fit Finlay vs. Brian Knobbs

This is a cast match before both guys have broken arms and Jimmy Hart,
with a broken arm of his own, is guest referee. They’re quickly on the
floor with Knobbs being sent arm first into the steps before the brawl
goes into the crowd. Since you can’t see anything they quickly come back
with Brian being sent into various metal objects. The Regal Roll gets two
but Jimmy hurts his arm slapping the mat on the count. Finlay gets in a
quick cast shot for the pin with Jimmy using the good arm to count.
Another meaningless match with a #1 contender losing.

Jarrett is ticked off. As always.

We recap Hogan’s arm being broken.

In a pre-taped promo, Hogan talks about transforming into Hollywood and
wanting to break Liz in half. I’ll let that one speak for itself, but my
goodness drop the Hollywood character.

Dustin Rhodes/Terry Funk vs. Ric Flair/Total Package

Funk and Flair get things going with Terry taking him down for some left
hands to the head. Everything quickly breaks down and Luger has to save
Flair from a piledriver through the table. Back in again and Flair hits
Terry low to take over. That’s fine with Terry who slams Ric off the top
and loads up the spinning toe hold, only to have Luger make another save.

The heels finally start cutting the ring off and take over as I try to



fathom who thought letting Terry Funk work the majority of the match was
the right idea. Terry and Lex clothesline each other and Dustin comes in
off the hot tag. Everything breaks down again and Liz hits Dustin with
the ball bat, allowing Flair to Figure Four him for the pin.

Rating: F. This was the best idea they possibly had? Flair and Luger are
a decent enough team as an upper midcard heel act, but Funk is killing
it. I know he’s a legend and all that, but it’s getting embarrassing to
watch his slow motion punches and expecting the fans to think they’re
impressive.

Funk saves Dustin from more beatings.

Nash bans the Twins from SuperBrawl and gets guitared to end the show.

Overall Rating: F. Unless I’m forgetting something, which is possible as
the levels of boredom on this show might have melted my brain, the only
thing on here that is going to matter on Sunday is Prince beating Hayashi
to go to the finals of the Cruiserweight Title tournament. This show
means nothing and their match selection and booking of the card made it
even worse.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume III at Amazon for
just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00XOUNBEA

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00XOUNBEA
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6


New Column: This Has Nothing
To Do With The Mafia
But it has something to do with Dusty Rhodes.

http://www.wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-nothing-mafia/36363/

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2015/06/17/new-column-this-has-nothing-to-do-with-the-mafia/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2015/06/17/new-column-this-has-nothing-to-do-with-the-mafia/
http://www.wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-nothing-mafia/36363/

